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CHAPTER I
IlfTRODUCTION
The ps^'-chietric social worker is an integral part of the hospital
staff and is there because its administration has recognized the
connection between the illness of the patient and his social
situation. She integrates her services with those of the pro-
fessions of medicine, psychology, and psychiatric nursing, at the
same time keeping clearly in mind the unique contribution of each
based upon its knowledge and skill and purpose. Mental illness
and social difficulties often create or at least enhance emotional
difficulties. . . The social worker's true f\inction is that of
helping patients and their relatives to work out a way of dealing
’.vith social problems associated with the illness.^
The purpose of this thesis is to study the services rendered by
the social worker through supervision of the seventy-one patients re-
leased on indefinite visit from the Metropolitan State Hospital during
the six months from January 1, 1944 to July 1, 1944. The -.'/riter is
attempting to find out to what extent the social worker has cha.nged or
modified the environment for the pa:tient, how the services of the social
worker relate to those of the doctor, ho** the social worker helps the
patient to adjust to the environment and the relatives to adjust to the
patient, and the extent to which commionity resoiirces are used.
Incidental to the main purpose, a broad general picture of the
patients released during this period will be presented, vrith an addi-
tional emphasis on the scope and extent of the services rendered. The
study aims to find out what basic needs were presented by patients and
how freely they made use of social worker in satisfying these n®eds.
1 Ruth Gartland, "The Psychiatric Social '"Worker in a Mental
Hospital," Mental Hygiene , 31:2 pp. 287-294 April, 1947.
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The period of Januc-.ry 1, 1944 to July 1, 1944, covering en addi-
tional year to July 1, 1945 was selected because it was one in which the
social service department personnel remained relatively stable, with
two social workers being employed during that time. Six months was felt
to be large enough in scope to encompass a good cross section of
patients comparable to any other six months period.
Records are kept of all patients entering and leaving the hospital.
The visit book includes all those allowed out on visits of four days or
longer. By a check of the visit book it was ascertained that between
January 1, 1944 and July 1, 1944, 190 patients, or 123 women and 62 men,
were alio <ed out on visit. Further study determined that the visits of
from four to fourteen days should be eliminated, as many patients are
given visits varj^ing in length from week-end to two week visits before
they are determined ready to attempt an indefinite stay in the community.
The final figures proved to be forty-seven women and twenty-four men
allowed out on inaefinite visit and these were the persons used in the
stuchr.
According to Massachusetts law, visit is defined:
The term "visit" shall a.pply to the regular trial visit of twelve
months or any temporary absence from the hospital of over three
days. . . Every committed patient leaving the institution on visit
may be returned to the institution at any time within twelve
months from the date of leaving on visit. . . All regularly
committed patients leaving the hospital should be carried on visit
for a period of one year unless in the opinion of the Superintendent
there are circumstances which would make the disclTe.rge of the
patient appear desirable.*^
2 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Handbook of the Depertment of
Health
. 1944, p. 112.
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All patients on indefinite visit continue to be uncier the supervision
of the hospital physicisns for the visit period by means of check-up
visits, during which they return to the hospital for interviews as often
as the physicians deem it to be necessary. In addition social service
supervises these patients, in accordance with the recommendations of
the hospital physicians.
The services of the social worker during hospitalization are seen
as a help in fejniliarizing the patient with the unlcno^m social environ-
ment of the hospital. She is the person to whom the patient can express
his difficulties in relating to and using this environment. She helps
him to keep related to some of the realities of his former environment
and gradually to look forward to his return to the outside world. As
she helps him with socicil problems involved in working and playing in
the protected hospital environment, she may more easily prepare him to
meet the social problems in the community. Through continuous support
and acceptance of the patient both as a sick and well person, she aids
the patient to gain increased self-confidence and courage to face the
outside world, in spite of his handicaps, aided by her non-judgmental
understanding attitudes, her knowledge of obstacles, and help in
enabling him to meet his hurdles one by one. Her work with relatives
is equally important, in helping them to a frank acceptance of the
patient’s illness, in helping them with their fear end possible guilt
around the situation, in bringing about the changes that will meke for
a favorable psychological and social environment. The social worker
helps the patients and relatives d\iring the indefinite visit period.
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both to adjust to each other, and to use the other social, educational,
recreational, vocational, and health agencies in the conmunitA' . She must
interpret ’^ith syrapattF &ud understanding the patient in such a ’^'ay
that the community will accept him and help him with his social adjust-
ment. This latter is particularly important when patient has no rela-
tives to whom he can retxirn and must be aided in finding emploj^’ment
and a suitable place to live. It is the social worker’s aim to enable
the patient to reach the maximum possible adjustment, mentallj’', socially,
and economically so that he will once more take his place in the com-
muiaity
,
functioning independently as a well-adjusted individual.^
In the Metropolitan State Hospital which had a total hospital
population on June 50, 1944 of 1985 pa.tients, including 1054 women and
4911 men, as well as the patients on visit, it ctn be seen that the
intensity of the services of the two social workers was necessarily
limited. The writer was concerned with one phase of the social work,
one that occurred v;hen patients were ready for indefinite visit and
while on visit, for with the limitations of time a studj'- could not
encompass the many duties of the social worker concerned v/ith patients
still in the hospital.
The first part of the study covered the general characteristics
of the group of seventy-one patients on indefinite visit between
3 Ruth Gartlend, "The F^chiatric Social "Worker in a Mental
Hospital," Mental Hv^n-iene
, 51:2, April, 1947 pp. 285-295. Much of the
above material defining the psychiatric social worker is taken from this
article.
4 Division of Statistics, Metropolitan State Hospital of Mental
Diseases, Table -13. June 30, 1944.
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January’’ 1, 1944 and July 1, 1944. The case stu(fy method was used by
the writer. The hospital record on each patient included entries bj/
pbysici€ins, social service, nurses, and psj/chologist . All seventy-
one cases were carefully read and analyzed according to a schedule
which had been prepared. (See Appendix) It was found that they fell
into two groups; Xorty-six cases which had ha.d less then five social
service contarts during the year of indefinite visit and twenty-five
cases which had h€d five or more social service contacts during the
year. Statistics
,
of the entire group, including diagnosis, age,
marital status, number and length of previous hospitalizations, and
length of present hospitalization were compiled. A short studj'- was
made of the forty-six cases having less intensive social service in
order to determine some of the common elements and factors which
caused them to fall into this group. A more detailed studj' was done
of the twenty-five cases having more intensive case work. This group
of twenty-five, including twenty women and five men, was further re-
duced after statistics were made of the smaller group as it was felt
that with the limitations of time case studies of only a representative
portion need be presented. For the case studies, fourteen women and
four men were selected, or 72 per cent of the cases, approximately 80
per cent of each group.
Limitations in the study -.vere found in the extent of the complete-
ness and accuracy of the records as well as the subjectivity of the
recording. It must be kept in mind that the material used for the
study was in large part the recorded evidence of the social worker's
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE GROUP OF 3E\^NTY-0NE PATIPTJTS
During the period from January I, 1944 to July 1, 1944,
seventy-one patients were released on indefinite visit. A study of
Table I (p. 8) reveals a range of twelve different diagnoses, with
wideily varj^’ing percentages. The largest group of thirty-one, or 45.7
per cent, carried the diagnosis of dementia praecox. This is in keep-
ing with the statement by Dr. Deutsch that the dementia praecox
5
group occupied more than half the beds in our mental hospitals.
The finding of the m^ic-depresive p^cho sis as the second largest
group, with eleven, or 15.5 per cent, would also be as expected. Dr.
Deutsch says of this group that the recovery rate for this disease in
0
state hospitals in 1934 was 41.5 per cent. The third and fourth
largest groups, carrying the diagnosis of p^chosis with cerebral
arterio-sclerosis and involutional p^chosis respectively, each had
seven members, or 9.9 per cent of the total.
It would be impossible to speculate as to the reasons for the
predominance of these twelve diagnoses among patients released on
visit as compared with the much wider range of diagnoses in the
hospital population, without first comparing the diagnoses with
those of other corresponding periods, and because of time limitations
this cannot be done.
5 Albert Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America
,
(Doubleday Doran
& Co., Inc. Garden City New York, 1958) p. 485.
6 Ibid., pp. 485-486.
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TABLE I
DIAGNOSES BY SEX OE THE SEVENTY -ONE PATIENTS
RELEASED ON INDEFINITE VISIT FROM THE J^TROPOLITAN
STATE HO SPIT’AL EET-^EN JANUARY 1, 1944 AND JULY 1, 1944
Sex
Diagnosis Eemale Male To+al Per Cent
Dementia praecox;
catatonic type 7 5
other types 7 5 31 43.7
paranoid type 7 2
Manic depressive;
depressed 6
manic 2 2 11 15.5
mixed 1
Psychosis with cerebral
arterio-sclerosis 4 5 7 9.9
Involutional psychosis;
melancholia 3 1
paranoid 2 1 7 9.9
P^chosis '"dth mental
deficiency
;
imbecile 1
moron 2 1 4 5.6
AELcoholic psychosis 1 2 •z. 4 .2 .
Ps^’choneur0si s 2 1 4.2
Ps^Achosis due to drugs
and other poisons;
dru£TS 1 1 1.4
Ps5"Chosis with psycho-
pathic personality 1
. . . .1 1.4
Psychosis with other
convulsive diseases;
epilepsy 1 1 1.4
Senile psychosis 1 1 1.4
Traumatic psychosis 1 1 1.4
Total: 47 24 71 100
{
However, in comparing the incidence of diagnoses between the
patients released on visit and the hospital population it is seen
that the leading diagnoses in these twelve groups remain the same
for the first three: dementia praecox, manic-depressive, and p^z-chosis
with cerebral arterio-sclerosis. (Table II p.lO) However, in the
hospital popiilation, p^chosis with mental deficiencj'- moves from
fifth to fourth most prevalent while involutional melancholia
changes from fourth to fifth. The sixth group becomes that of
senile psvchosis in the hospital population v/hile ps^rchosis with
psychopathic personality becomes the seventh group. The diagnoses
carried these patients released on visit correspond -rith the
diagnoses of 1019, or 52 per cent of the hospital population, leaving
946 patients, or 48 per cent of the hospital population with all
other diagnoses.
The last column of Table II gives the proportion of the
hospital population for each of the groups released on visit. It
is significant that although the largest num.ber released carried
the diagnosis of dementia praecox, the percentage is only 4.5, or
the lo’.'jest of any group. This bears out the statement bj?^ Dr. Deutsch
that the recovery rate for this disease in 1934 was only six per
7
cent. The manic-depressive percentage as shown ty the table is
11.7 per cent, or considerably- under the recoveiy rate of 41.5 per
Q
cent in state hospitals in 1954. Two groups had a. visit rate of
7 Ibid., p. 485.
8 Ibid., p. 485.
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TABLE II
COMP;JlISON OF DIAGNOSES OF HOSPITAL POPULA':nioN AS OF
JUI\^F 1, 1944 ’'^ITH THOSE OF THE SEVENTH-ONE PATIENTS
RELEASED ON VISIT BET'^JEEN JANUARY 1, 1944 AND JULY 1, 1944
Diagnosis
Hospital Popul
F M Total
ation^
Per
Cent
F
Patients
M Total
1 on Visit
Per Per Cent
Cent of Hos.
Pop.
Dementia praecox 575 507 680 54.5 21 10 51 45.7 4.5
Manic depressive 65 29 94 4.7 8 5 11 15.5 11.7
Psychosis 'vith cereb-
ral arterio-sclerosis 47 55 80 4.6 4 5 7 9.9 8.7
Involutional
melancholia 29 6 55 1.8 5 2 7 9.9 20.0
Psychosis ;vith
mental deficiency 57 55 72 5.6 2 2 4 5.6 5.5
Alcoholic psy-chosis 5 7 10 .5 1 2 5 4.2 50.
Psychoneuosis 7 5 10 .5 2 1 •Z.K, 4.2 50.
Psychosis vrith drugs 2 2 .5 . 1 1 1.4 50.
Psychosis with psycho
pathic personality 8 5 15 .1
i
1 1 1.4 7.6
P^chosis with
epilepsy 1 5 4 .2 1 1 1.4 25.
Senile p.ychosis ' 12 5 17 .9 1 1 1.4 5.8
P^’-chosis; post
traumatic
}
i
2 2 .1 1 1 1.4 50.
All others 458 478 946 48.0
Total: 1054 ,211 1965 100. 47 24 71 100. 5.6
a: Division of Statistics Metropolitan State Hospital of
Mental Diseases. Table 15. Mental Disorders of all
admissions , all discharges , all deaths , all cases in
residence and all cases out on June 50
,
1944 ^ status
of admission end sex.
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so per cent, those with 'alcoholic p^chosis and with psychoneurosis.
In both types of illness it would be expected that a large proportion
be able to attempt trial visit. On the other hand those carrying the
diagnosis of psychosis with mental deficiency had a 5.5 per cent
shown. We would not expect them to try adjustment in the comrn.unity
unless environmental conditions enabled a maximum of supervision and
a minimum of conflict, so that the low figure is not unexpected.
Table III (p. lid shows a wide variance in age at the time of
release ranging from eight und r twenty -five, of whom the youngest
was twelve years of age, as high as two patients over the age of
seventy -five. There is a fairly even distribution of patients from
the age of thirty up to the age of sixty, fifty -two of the seventy-
one, or 75 per cent falling within this range. The median figure is
within the firty to forty-four age group. As many patients are in
low economic levels and must return to private employment Upon re-
lease it is to be expected that those in early middle age, or below,
will predominate.
Among the women, the largest age group, that within the forty
to forty -four group, included eight patients. Among the men, three
groups, the forty to forty-four, fifiy to fifty -foixr, and fifty-five
to fifty -nine, each had four members. 50 per cent of the men were
forty-five years of age or older, whereas only 40 per cent of the
women fell into that group. It is possible to spec\ilate on the rel-
ative adaptability of the older man in fitting back into the econ-
omic world as well as the comparative age at the onset of illness.
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AGE AT TIME OF RELEASE
ONE PATIENTS RELEASED
POLITAN STATE HOSPITAL
TABLE III
ON INDEFINITE VISIT
ON INDEFINITE VISIT
BE^^^EN JAinJAR'^ 1,
1, 1944
OF the SE^/E.N'tT-
FROM THE METRO-
1944 AND JULY
Age at Time of Release o'n Indefinite Visit
Under25 — 50- 55- 4QU 45- 50- 55- 60_ 65- 70- Over Total
Diagnosis 25 29 54
,
59 44 ' 49 54 59 64 1 69 74 75
F m'f m! F M F M F MIF M F M F M F M F ':M F 'M F :M F M
Dementia prae.
J
'
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catatonic type, 4, 1' 1 1: 2 2 1 i
1
1
1
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other types ,2 : 1 2
i
1 2 1 1 i 7 ^
L
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Manic depress.
,
; ‘
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.
6
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A studj’- of the marital status of patients released on trial
visit (Table IV p. 14) shows that the largest number, twenty-nine,
were single. They comprised 40.9 per cent of the total. The sec-
ond largest group was the married group, composed of twenty-seven,
or 58.0 per cent of the total. The group of those widowec, sep-
arated, or divorced numbered fifteen, or 21.1 per cent of the
total. It is further seen that 40.4 per cent of the women were
single, another 23.4 per cent separated, widowed, or divorced, and
only 36.2 per cent were married. This compared -with the 41.7 per
cent of the men 'who were single, 16,6 per cent who were separated,
widoed or divorced, and 41.7 per cent who were married.
Regarding the influence of the marital status on mental ill-
ness, Dayton in his study of mental illness in ?.!a3sachusetts State
hospitals has this to say;
The married have the least chance of developing mental disorders
of Bjccy of the marital groups. The widowed, the signle, and the
divorced, in order, show a higher incidence of mental disorders.
The male seems to be benefited to a greater extent than the
female bj’’ axrj adjustment or protective factors affordea by
marriage,®
Among those patients with dementia praecox, it was found that
only two women and two men were married out of the total group of
twenty-one women and ten men, Lawson Lower}’-, in discussing this
mental illness states;
According to the 1937 report, of the U. S. Census Bureau . . .
Schizophrenia is predominc.ntly a disorder of the first half of
life
. . .
chronic
. . .
maiming
. . .
with a law recovery rate
9 N.A, Dayton, New Facts on Mental Disorders
,
(Springfield,
Illinois; Baltimore, Maryland; Charles C. Thomas, Publisher) 1940
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TABLE IV
MARITAL STATUS AT TII® OF RELEASE ON INDEFINITE
VISIT OF THE SEVENTY-ONE PATIENTS RELEASED ON
INDEFINITE VISIT FROM THE LIFTROPOLITAN S'^ATE
HOSPITAL BETWN JAiNUARY 1, 1944 AND JULY 1, 1944
Marital Status
Diagnoses Married
F M
Single
F M
Otherwise^
F
:
M
Dementia praecox;
catatonic type
1
1 5 5
; 2
;
1
other types 6 5 1
paranoid type 2 1 2 1 5 ;
Manic depressive;
depressed
manic
4
2
2
1 1
mixed 1
Psychosis with cerebral
arterio-sclerosis 4 2
1
^ 1
1
Involutional psychosis;
melancholia
!
2 1 1
paranoid 2 1
Psychosis with mental
deficiency:
j
imbecile 1
moron 2 .1
Alcoholic ps^^chosis 1 1 = 1
Psychoneurosis 1 1 1
Psychosis due to drugs
and other poisons;
drugs 1 -
Psychosis with psycho-
pathic personality
1
1 1
.
Psychosis with other 1
convulsive diseases;
epilepsy 1
i
i
Senile ps^/chosis t 1
Traumatic psychosis
1
i
{
•
1 1
Total by sex
! 17 1 10 19 _1Q 11 , 4
Total i 27 29 15
a: separations-8, divorce-4, widowed-5.
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almost 60 per cent of first admissions were single and
contrasted with the fact that only one-third of the total ad-
missions were single and schizophrenia accounted for nearly
half of these. Among separations and divorces, one-fourth vrere
cases of schizophrenia.
This is significant when consiaeration is given to the irripoi’tance
of a well balanced family environment when the patient is ready for
return to the commxinity
.
Among the other groups, the study shows that four women and
two men of the seven cariying the diagnosis of involutional psychosis,
an illness commonly appearing during or after menopause, vere
married. Six of the seven patients with the diagnosis of psychosis
witn cerebral arterio-sclerosis, another illness of old age, were
also married. We find an even division among the manic-depressive
p^chosis group, with six of the eleven married. All those v/ith a
diagnosis of p:^chosis v/ith mental deficiency were unmarried, as
would be expected.
Table V (p. 16) shows the number of previous hospitalizations
of those seventy-one patients released on indefinite visit between
January 1, 1944 and July 1, 1944. In a consideration of the figures,
it is found that twenty-four, or 55.9 per cent, hsd never been hosp-
italized before. Included in this number were 40.4 per cent of the
women and 22.4 per cent of the men. Seventeen had had only one
previous hospitalization, or 25.9 per cent of the total. This in-
cluded 25.5 per cent of the women and 22.5 per cent of the men.
10 Lawson G. Lowery, Psychiatry for Social Workers
,
(New York
Columbia University Press, 1946) p. 178
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TABLE V
NUi/iBER OF PREVIOUS HOSPITALIZATIOxVS OF
SEVENTY-ONE PATIENTS RELEASED ON INDEFINITE VISIT
EROM THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL BET-^EN
JANUARY 1, 1944 AND JULY 1, 1944
Diagnosis
Number of Previous Hospitalizations
by Sex
0 1
F ’m F M
2
F ‘M
•z
F
4
M F M
5 1 6
F.M F M
Dementia praecoxj
catatonic type 5 1
other types 3 1
paranoid type 4 2
1
1
2
1 2 1
4 1
1 1
1
1 1
. 1
Manic depressive
j
depressed 2
manic 1
mixed
2
1
1 1
1_
1
Psychosis -iTith
cerebral arterio-
sclerosis 2 5
I
1 1
Involutional psycho.
melancholia 2 1
paranoid 1 1 1
1
;
Psychosis with
mental d ficiency;
imbecile
moron
i
.
1
i
l|
1
1 1
.
'
Alcoholic psKchosis L_ 1 1 1 •
Psychoneurosis 1
'
1 1
Ps^rchosis due to
drugs and to other
poisons; drugs
i
1
1
i
=
Psychosis v/ith psycho-
pathic personality
i
1
j
1
j
’
Psychosis with other
convulsive dis-
eases; epilepsy
i
i
i
]
i 1
J
i
1
; I
'
Senile psychosis
^
* '
Traumatic psvchosis 1
Total by sex 19 Is 02j5 7 5 5 5 3 3 . 11
Total 24 L_17 12 ; 10 6 : 2
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The rest would fall into the chronic group, with thirty
patients, or 42.2 per cent of the total, having had between two
and six previous hospitalizations. It is seen that patients with
dementia praecox and manic-depressive psychosis can be found at
either extreme, wile those with p^chosis with cerebral arterio-
sclerosis and involutional p^^chosis have had only two or fewer
previous hospitalizations.
All but ten of the thirty-one in the dementia praecox group
had had previous hospitalizations which would bear out the often-
made remark that schizophrenia is the leading chronic disorder.
Lawson Lower3' states that;
Large numbers of schizophrenic patients are discharged from the
hospital each year
. . .
nearly 11,000 in 1957 ... In the same
year nearly 6,000 cases of schizophrenia v/ere readmitted to
hospitals. Schizophrenia head the list of cases readmitted,
accounting for nearly one-third of all psj'-chotic readmissions.
Patients having p^'chosis of an alcoholic nature show a chron-
icity in their picture, two having been hospitalized twice prev-
iously, with five women and three men, out of a total of eleven, hav-
ing been hospitalizeo from one to six times previously, also shows
itself to be of episodic nature.
Table VI (p. 18) gives the total length of all previous hospit-
alizations for the forty-seven out of the seventy-one patients re-
leased on indefinite visit who had been previously hospitalized. It
11 Lawson G. Lowerj’’, Fsv chiat3w;~ for Social ?^orkers (New York
Columbia University Press, 1946) p. 192.
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TABLE VI
TOTAL LENGTH OF PHEVI0U3 HOSPITALIZATIONS OF THOSE
FORTY -SEVEN PATIENTS ’'•YHO HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY HOSPITALIZED
OUT OF THE SEVEOT-ONE PATIENTS RELEASED ON nJDEFIi\TITE VISIT
FROM THE METROPOLITAl'I STATE HOSPITAL BETA'Eh'N JANUAJJY 1, 1944
AUD JULY 1, 1944
Length of Previous Hospitalization (by Sex)
Diagnosis Under 1--6 6 mos . 1-2 2-5 5-4 Over Total
1 mo. mos. -1 yr
.
yrs. yrs. yrs. 4 yrs •
F' H 1 F M 1 F ;m F :M F, M F M 1 F IM : F ,M
Dementia praecox; '
i
*
'
!
catatonic type 1
,
2 2 |1 1 1 1 4 5
other types 2 j 1 2 1, 1 4 5
paranoid type 2 1
i
1 i ^
: 1 5 .2 . .
Manic depressive;
j
i
depressed
i
5 1- 4
manic 1 ! 1 t 1 . 1
:
i •
i
'
1
1 2
mixed ! ;1 1 ' ' • . 1
Psychosis \"ith cerebral i
j
arterio-sclerosis 1 j .1^ : : : ' . 2
Involutional psj’-chosis
1
i \
melancholia
! I
-
1
'
'
:
paranoid ; 2, 1
! \
2
Psj'chosis with mental h' ;
i
:
1
1
,
1
deficiency
;
I
(
f i
imbecile
i : 1
!
1 1
moron
-
! X i 1 j i. . : 1
!
2 1
Alcoholic psychosis 1 Ml : ' 12.
P5S'choneuro3is 1 ,1 i j U- ^ 1 1
Psychosis due to drugs
1
1
1
j
and other poisons;
i
'
i M
druss
i . ! . : 1 M 1.. .. . .1 .
Ps:/chosis with psycho-
i
> L
pathic personality
•
!
: ! 1 i 1
Psychosis with other ,
;
.
t
]
convulsive diseases;
i
i
1
*
epilepsy E_EL I 1
Senile ps'-chosis 1
!
1
Traumatic ps;',’-chosis 1 »• 1
Total b\’’ sex s 2 11 2 1 1.4_ 28 19.
Total 8
:
jL6j 5 8 2 3,5, 47
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can be seen that the range is from under one month to over four
years. Eight patients are found whose previous stays -.Yere less
than one month, and at the other extreme five are foirnd who were
hospitalized over four years. This means that 17.1 per cent of the
women and 15.7 per cent of the men had excessively short stsys while
5.5 per cent of the women and 21. G per cent of the men had ver\^ long
hoSj^ital stays.
In the dementia praecox group, twenty-nine of the forty-seven
patients were hospitalized less than a year, with 53 per cent of the
women and 42 per cent of the men included in this group.
Table V had pointed out that a larger proportion of women than
men had had no previous hospitalizations and Table VI adds the addi-
tional fact that within this group the length of previous hospital-
izations of the women appears to be shorter than that of the men.
Patients with manic depressive p^’-chosis have had short pre-
vious hospitalizations, with all but one each of the five women and
three men being hospitalized under one year. It can be seen that of
the excessively long hospitalizations, including one ’woman and three
men, the women carried the diagnosis of p^rchosis due to drugs and
the men were divided, with three having the diagnosis of dementia
praecox and one with mental deficiency.
Table VII (p. 20) shows a study of the present length of hos-
pitalization of the seventy-one patients released on indefinite visit,
with a vide range from under one month to over four j &uts . At the two
extremes it can be seen that two patients, both women, remained in the
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TABLF VII
LENGTH OF PRESENT HOSPITALIZATION OF SEVEIITY-
ONE PA'^IENTS RELEASED ON INDFFINI'^E VISIT FROM '^E
METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL BET‘'E:EN JAiJUARL 1, 1944
AND JULY 1, 1944
Length of Present Hospitalization (bj^ Sex)
Under 1-6 6 mos. 1-2 2-5 5-4 Over Total
Diagnosis 1 mo. mos. -1 yr. yrs, yrs. yrs. 4 yrs. 1
F
;
M F M F IM
' F M E M F M F ‘ M F ! M
Dementia praecox;
catatonic type
j
4 11 2 1 1 1 2 7 5
other types i 4 il ! 5 1 1 7 5
paranoid type 5 a i 2 : 2! : !
,
1 7 2
Manic depressive; 1
depressed 5:1 :
1 ;
. 1
! ;
6
manic 2*2
1
'
i
2 2
mixed i 1 i 1 :
1
1
Psychosis with cere-
;
bral srterio-scleros.l 12 11 1
1 ^
-
i 4 5
Involutional psychosis :
1
melancholia 5 1 ' i :
1
5 1
paranoid 11 1 2 1
P^'-chosis with mental i
deficiency;
i
-
imbecile
t
; 1 : 1
moron 1 ; 1 1 2 1
Alcoholic ps:',’-chosis 1
;
2 1 : 2
Ps^'choneuro sis 2 1 2 1
Psj’-chosis due to drugs i
and other poisons;
drugs ' E- 1-1- 1 1 1
Psychosis with psycho-
pathic personality • < 1 1
Psychosis with other - )
i
1 !
'
\
i i
convulsive diseases;
i i 1
!
epilepsy
j
!
1 1 1
Senile psychosis
j --1- !
'
-
’
'
;
1 1
Traumatic ps^ychosis
j
1 ' i ; ! ' 1 :
Total by sex h. I 25 ilO 114 ,2 4 12 14 12 5 47 : 24
65 ! 16 ! 6 ; J 5 . 1 7 71
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hospitel for under one month as compared with the oth -r extreme, five
men ?rho were hospitalized this time for over four years. Fifty-two
of the seventy-one patients, or 73 per cent were hospitalized for less
than a year. This included 85 per cent of the women and 50 per cent
of the men. The latter once again showed a higher incidence of longer
hospital residence then the women.
All except one of the eight women and three men in the manic-
depressive p^chosis group were hospitalized under one j’-eer. All but
one of the five women and two men in the involutional psychosis group
were hospitalized under six months and all but one of the four women
and three men having psychosis with cerebral arturio-sclerosis were
hospitalized under one year.
The preponderance of short hospital stays in this group would
lead to the observation that those patients whose illnesses have a
relatively short course, who q\iickly enter the convalescent stage of
their illnesses, appear more likelj; candidates for indefinite visit
them those 'vho have had protracted hospital stays.
About the patient returning to the community Albert Deutsch
had this to say:
Many times a patient in a mental hospital recovered, or at least
sufficiently imj^roved to warrant return to the community, but his
discharge had to be deleted because of socio-economic difficiilties
.
There might not be any home or family* to which he could be sent, or
he might find it impossible to get emploj^ment at once so that he
could start life ane v on a self-supporting basis.
12 Albert Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in /.merica (Doubled^/-, Doran
<§t Company, Inc. Garden City New York 1938) pp. 288-289.
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This would hold true particularly for the patient hospitalized for a
long time whose home situation would have changed considerably in the
interim.
Table VIII (p. 25) shows the number of social service contacts
made to the seventy-one patients released on trial visit. The range
is from none at all, or correspondence only, to the few out-of-state,
to as high as eight or more dirring the one year period. At either
extreme it can be seen that 11.2 per cent of the patients had no
social service contacts while 11.2 per cent had eight or more con-
tacts during the year. Only two patients, or 2.8 per cent, were out
of state and were helped through correspondence. It is noticeable
that in the two lowest groups, those having none or one contact dur-
ing the year, the figures show ten women, or 21.2 per cent of the
women and ten men, or 41.2 per cent of the men. ^mong the four highest
groups, those receiving five or more social service contacts, the
figures show twenty women, or 42.5 per cent and five men or 22.5 per
cent were includea in this group.
This reversal of percentages in the group receiving the most
social service as compared with the group receiving the least leads to
speculation as to whether men axe be+ter able to face the outside
world after a mental illness and as to which factors play the great-
est pert in the readjustment period.
Among those patients with the diagnosis of dementia praecox, a
total of eight of the thirty'- -one
,
or 25.7 per cent, had more intensive
case work. Included were six women and two men. In the group v/ith
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TABLE VIII
NIE.IBER OF SOCIAL SERVICE CONTACTS FOLLO^^ING RELEASE
ON INDEFIKITE VISI'^’ OF THE SEVENTY -ONE PATIENTS ON
INDEFMITE VISIT FRO?^ "^HE :^TP.OPOLITA_N STATE
HOSPITAX BETWN JAWIPM 1, 1944 AND JULY 1, 1944
Number of Social Service Contacts
Corr
.
8 or
Diagnosis Only 0 1
F M F lA F . M
2 3
F U i FiM
4
F |M
5
F M
6
i F :m
7
tF M
more
F M
Dementia praecox; 1 j
1 ' ;•
1
catatonic type 1 2 1 ! ; 1 ^ 5 1 1 1 1
other iiypes 2 11 1 4 : 1
paranoid type 1 1 2 1 ; i 1 1 1 ^ 1
Manic depressive
j
1
i
!
1
1
: 1
depressed
1
^ 1 1 M 1 2
manic 1 1 1 : ; 1 1
mixed 1
'
Psychosis .vith cere-
bral arterio- j
sclerosis 1 2 1 1. 11 2 1
Involutional ’ i ,
psij’'chosis;
melancholia 1 - 1 1 1
paranoid 1 ! i :1 1
Psychosis vith ment.
j
•
deficiency’’
;
j
imbecile
;
!i
moron ,1
'
' 1 1
Alcoholic psi’/’chosis !l 1 1
P s^-- choneuro sis 1 ; i 1 1 !
P^chosis due to i
drugs and other
1
poisons; dr-u^s f 1
Psychosis with ps;/ch- i 1
opathic personality 1- .
1 !
! 1
P^chosis with other i
convulsive diseases 1
1
epileps:;- ^ i 1
Senile ps\’’chosis
....
;
; 1
Traumatic psychosis
i : . 1 , ; 1
Total by sex ^ ;6 ' 8 ,4 4 ; 2 16 :9 15 8 1 5 1 5 ,1 , 6 ,2
Total Iz
; 8 : 12 4 8
..-12
.
1 9 ; 4 8
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manic depressive psychosis the figures were three of the eleven, or
27.2 per cent and included two women fuid one man. In the p^chosis
with cerebral arterio-sclerosis group, three of the seven, or 42.8 per
cent, including thee women. Of the patients with involutional
p^’-chosis, only two women, or 28.5 per cent of the group of five wo-
men and two men had intensive case work. In the group having p^chosis
with mental deficiencr/
,
one woman of the two women and two men had in-
tensive case work, which the writer is placing at five or more contacts
during the tear. One woman and one man of the three with alcoholic
psychosis had intensive case work. Among those three viith psycho-
neurosis only one woman fell into that classification. In the last
five groups, having one member each, four being women and one a man,
all five were given intensive case work.
A.t this point it is too early to do more than speculate on the
causes for this division. Since the two largest groups of patients,
those with dementia praecox and those with manic depressive psychosis,
are those whose illnesses are of an episodic nature, their adjust-
ments after short stays in the hospital are apt to be less difficult
than those hospitalized for a longer period of time.
In determining the degree of remission of the patients on visit,
the last hospital check-up of the patient and the summary of the soc-
ial worker’s contacts v/ere the determining factors, therefore there
is a certain amount of subjectivitj’’
.
It is seen in Table IX (p. 25 } that as a group those patients
with dementia praecox were evenlv divided, nine with A- remissions.
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TABLE IX
DEGREE OF REMISSION AT THE END OF A YEAR OF INDEFINITE VISIT
OF THE SEVENTY-ONE PATIENTS RELEASED ON INDEFINITE VISIT FROM
THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL BET'/EEN JAi.UAR?: 1, 1944 AND
JULY 1, 1944
Diagnosis
Degree of Remission'^ (b^’’ Sex)
A B CD
F M 1 F M F
;
M ! F
i
M
Dementia praecox;
catatonic type
other types
paranoid type
,
' . - .
-
5 4 14
3 12 3:112 4 2
Manic depressive;
depressed
manic
mixed
5 5
, i111 ^ 1
;
1 !
Psfchosis with cerebral
arter io-sclerosis
1 \
1 3 5
Involutional ps^’-chosis;
melancholia
paranoid
3 1 i11 1
POTchosis with mental
deficiency
;
imbecile
moron
i
1
, i ;12 : ‘
Alcoholic ps'/’choois 1 1 ' 1
Ps\'choneurosis 1
—
1
1
—
1
rH
P^chosis due to drugs
and other poisons;
drugs 1 ’ 1 .
Psj’’chosis with p^'^cho-
pathic personality
'
'
f
.
1 i
,
P^'chosis with other
convulsive diseases;
epileps^’
1
1
1 ;
i
: .
.
Senile psychosis 1 ' 1 : i
'
Traumatic psychosis 1 1
Total by sex 19 7 12 8 7 1 ; 9 ( 8
Total 1 26 ' 20 8 ^ 17
e: remissions: A-excellent remission, -eell adjusted in social
and economic spheres; feTir or no sj^mptoms left.
B-fair remission, partial a^djustment in social
and economic spheres; fewer sj^mptoms than at start of visit.
C-poor remission, no improvement or verv little
during the year's visit, however able to remain out.
D-unsatisfactory remission, had to be returned to
the hospital dioring the year on visit.
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seven with B, five with C, cind ten with D. The manic-depressive
group were centered among the higher remissions, five having A, five
having B, and only one with D. Those having psj’'chosis with cerebral
arterio-sclerosis, on the other hand, were centered among lower re-
missions, only one having A, and three each in C and D. Those vrith
involutional p^*chosis were centered among higher remissions, five
having A, one having B, and one with D, Alcoholics were evenly divi-
ded, one each among A, B, and D. Three of those having p^-chosis
with mental deficiency had B remissions and one haa A. Psycho-
neurotics had two B remissions and one A. Among the five groups
with one patient in each, three attained A remissions, patients with
p^’’chosis due to drugs, psychosis with psychopathic personality, and
psychosis with epilep^ . The patient with senile psychosis had B
remission and the patient with post-traumatic p^chosis had D remiss-
ion.
The chronicity of the dementia praecox, manic-depressive, al-
coho.lic types of illnesses must be kept in mind, to help clarify
the wide variety of remissions. In later chapters the degree of
remissions will be further broken do n between those groups with
less and more intensive case work.
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CHAPTER III
STUry OF FORT^^-SIX C^SES RECEIVING LITTLE OR NO SOCIAL SERVICE
Although it is not possible to determine exactly what factors
are the deciding ones in enabling a patient to maintain a good re-
mission throughout his year of indefinite visit, it has been Tell
kno'.vn some time now how important the role of social service is.
About this, Henrietta Dewitt says;
Return to the community is indeed a threatening experience for
the recovering mental patient. He may approach it with all the
insec\iritjr of a person recovering from an illness, or he may pre-
fer to regara himself as never having been sick, but in either
event he is fearful of the rejcting attitudes of society and the
overprotection that the hosj^ital seems to exercise over him . . .
An adequate social service department, in its understanding both
of hospital and of community facilities, can do much to break
dovm the separation that exists between them and to combat
alike hospital overprotection and community rejection . . . The
social worker . . . can often help him realistically to take the
first steps in the community
She goes on to stress the importance of the family’’ situation:
The role of the relatives frequently proves a vital factor in
the patient’s adjustment . . . This is particularly’' true in sit-
uations in which the patient feels needed and has a real place
in the home. There are many instances in which the rela.tives
are no longer interested in the patient, or in which th< patient
has been hospitalized for so max&" years that th^’- of necessity
have had to plan their lives -without him ... If relatives can
learn to deal vrith the patient frankly ana respect his integrit^’^
as an individ-ual, he 'Till then have a basis of seciuritj^ in real-
ity on which he can build.
A brief studj/ was made of the for-ty-six cases, twenty-seven
women and nineteen men, on whom less intensive case work was done.
15 Henrietta DeWitt, ’’Hospitalization and the Mental
,
Patient
,
Mental Hygiene , 31:2, April 1947 pp. 274-278.
14 Ibid, p. 275.
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rajiging from correspondence only and no visits up to those who were
seen four times during the year. It was seen ty the v/riter that thej’
readily fell into seven groups:
28
.
1. Patients functioning well in job or home situations, with
few or no problems presenting.
2. Patients whose relatives were cooperative and desirous of
social service, for minor rather than major problems.
3. Patients who 'were cooperative and desirous of social ser-
vice, within limited areas.
4. Patients who were helped to make intensified use of
hospital check-ups.
5. Patients whose overprotective relatives showed an indiffer-
ence or hostility toward social service.
6. Patients who lacked insight and were indifferent or hostile
toward social service.
7. Patient retiorned to hospital after brief visit, for whom
social service had not yet been started.
The first group, that of patients functioning well in job or
home situations, was given the least amount of help. The five women
end eleven men were in fair or excellent remissions and able to take
up economic or social relationships, within their capabilities, immed-
iately upon release. Th^’’ adjusted well in former jobs f:nd reported
regularly to the hospital for check-ups. Although residuals of their
mental illnesses might be present, few p.'^chotic manifestations were
apparent and th^'" were all discharged at the end of the year. They
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included a salesman, a janitor, two post-office workers, a shipper, a
radio worker, a machinist's helper, a worker in a steel warehouse, two
women defense workers, t’wo women factoi^’- workers, and a woman working
in an electric plant. In these situations, the visits of the social
worker were ILmited to interpreting the function of the hospital to
the relatives, primarily. In one case, a former patient was enabled
to attend an Occupational Therap^^ pari^’- for which he had expressed
the desire. A janitor was helped to take a better attitude toward his
work in another. Three others in the group, although not workers, were
being adequately supervised by relatives. One was an elderly man with
cerebral arterio-sclerosis, another a thirty-six year old male who was
able to do 'rork aroiind the house. In the first instance the son, and
in the second, the brother were furnishing needed supervision. The
third was a woman with p^chosis wit a mental deficiency who was being
cared for by her aunt.
In the second group, relatives were the coordinating element.
This group included five women and three men whose relatives were
essentiall;^^ cooperative from the first. In each, the function of the
hospital was explained and v;hen it was felt the family could accept it,
more insight was given into the patient's condition. In one situa-
tion, when a ^’'O'ung girl working in a defense plant was making a good
adjustment, the worker was able to suggest ways to the family of
warding off further attacks. The group of patients as a whole was also
reporting regularly for hospital check-ups, with the family understand-
ing of the need of this. The family of another patient was given help
,• ,i ,1 ... .
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in recognizing the value in not encouraging the pa.tient to seek a
reconciliation with his estranged wife. ^ domineering mother was
shown the need of encouraging a patient’s socialization out. side the
home with her fellow defense workers. i\nother famijl^' with a good
understanding of patient’s needs .and oddities in behavior were en-
couraged to accept the fact that patient’s emplqj'-ment as a counter
girl in a restaurant \vas in keeping v/ith her mental state, if not
her educational background. One mother was sho-m additional ways a
patient with low mentality might help aroixnd the house.
In both the first and sec end groups, therefore, la ny tangible
evidences were apparent of the value of even limited social work. It
must be kept in mind that mth a licfited social service staff, sel-
ectivity had to be used in deciding which patients were to have the
greatest amount of attention, and this had to fall to those whose
presenting problems -were the acutest.
The third group was the one to which social service brought re-
assurance of a supportive nature, as well as help in planning daily
activities and routine, aoid m eting unexpected problems. This was a
group of five housewives, ’liiose children and husbands were away from
home much of the time and lacking the time and insight to help, and
who looked upon the social worker as a mother-person with whom they
were free to talk, and from whose visits they could draw a certain
amoimt of inspiration. The elements they sho’^ed in common were the
need of a supportive person and an interest in discussing their prob-
lems. This group welcomed better insight into their illness and were
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aided by a gradual expansion of their interests. All reported v/ill-
ingly for hospital check-ups, having reached an understanding of the
value of both social service and the hospital. In one situation, the
social ’-’orker was helpful in removing a source of conflict, the
presence of the mother-in-law, from the unit, and in giving patient
a more healthy attitude toward her housework and new responsibilities.
In another, the patient was cautioned against overwork and helped to
plan better the care of her daughter's baby. In two others, the
patients’ interest was graduallj’- directed a?fay from their somatic
complaints into wider channels. The presence of a sympathetic per-
son, willing to listen to expressions of feeling aroimd their fam-
ily’- relationships, and plans for the future, vdth a. full understand-
ing of the meaning of their illness, appeared invaluable to them.
Another housewife worked through hsr feelings regarding a neighbor’s
suicide and was encouraged to focus on her plans for the future, her
garden, Christmas presents, end helping h^r^r husband in his business.
Each of this group was seen several times during the year.
Basically this third group differed from the first two in that
its members were housewives rather then being in private employ ment.
Thfy were readily available for interviews and eager to discuss
their problems. It is possible to speculate as to how much more
th^ might have been helped, had more time been available to the
social workers for interviews. They presented a wider variety of
problems than the first two groups, showing tangible evidence of the
need for social service as well as the desire for it.
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The fo\irth group was one in which the social worker helped
patients to make intensified use of hoSj^ital checkups, acting as a
liaison cfficer between hospital and patients as well as their fam-
ilies. There were two patients in this group;. In one situation, the
social worker pointed out the value of checkups, by giving the
giiardians of the i^atient an awareness of the use of hospital physic-
ians, They had been worried over patient’s hallucinations and were
encouraged to discuss her needs with doctors, while at the same time
the social worker made the doctors aware of the eviaences of in-
creasing hallucinations. The other situation was one in which the
patient was contemplating marriage and blocked social v,’orker’s
efforts at giving her insight. However, she was referred to the
hospital psychiatrists who enabled her to take a realistic view
toward marriage while still on irial visit.
The fifth group was one in which the overprotectiveness of
relatives proved a negative, but Yery important, fa.ctor, hindering
the usefulness of the socia.l worker. In this group were six women
and four men. In one situation, the attitude of the patient’s wife
changed with her marital relationship, and with this lack of coop-
eration there was little value seen in close supervision. Relatives
in two other instances who were reached by correspondence were re-
luctant about revealing their daughter's v;hereabouts, in out-of-
state addresses. One husband took his wife to an out-of-state hos-
pital and kept his o'rm address a secret so that patient could not be
reached. The Armenian language proved an unsurmounteble barrier in
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a situation where the mother lacked understanding of the social
worker's role. In one case, the overprotectiveness was overriden
when the mother was given be'^ter insight in recognizing the tie-up
between hospital supervision and the public assistance she needed
to maintain patient in her home, and she was able to accept the re-
turn of her daughter to the hospital for proper discharge. The
children of another patient were found to be reluctant to give the
new address of patient and his wife, not being willing to recognize
the fact of his incomplete recovery. A sister of another patient
felt herself able to give adequate supervision without the help of
social service. Another husband hid completely the state of patient's
remission and would not acknowledge social worker's visits j although
he recognized that patient should be bock in the hospital, he would not
face this fact. Half of this group, or 50 per cent, were taken out
against advice.
The sixth group was one in which p. tients lacked insight and
were not amenable to close social service. This was a group of four
women. One patient attributed her recovery to vibration treatments
and social worker's service lay in the direction of making her more
accepting of hospital check-ups, despite her antipathy toward hospital
care. Evasivenss was found in another young patient about her
present feelings so that work could be dons only on a superficial
level, in planning her future needs, both in employment and
recreation. In another situation, where patient was working regu-
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larly, her home supervision '-i&s inadequate, and patient viould not
recognize her needs and was hostile toward social worker’s attempts
to get her to refjort more regularly for hospital check-ups. The
final situation in the group was one in which relatives were super-
vising well and patient saw no value to hospitalization, blocking
social worker's efforts to form a relationship.
The fifth and sixt.h groups comprised patients of generally
lower degrees of remission, who were not amenable at first approach
to close social service supervision. They were a group with a fair-
ly large number of problems present but since the social worker had
to be selective in the cases she was to give the most assistance to,
weighing all the factors including the degree of need and the will-
ingness for help, their negative attitude resulting in their receiv-
ing the minimum of help.
Although it cannot be said that social work was the only factor
in determining the degree of remission, the writer felt it would be
worthwhile to compare the remissions of the groups receiving little
or no social work with the group receiving more intensive case work.
Table X (p, 55) is another breakdo-.'m of Table IX, this time
comparing the remission of the group receiving little or no social
service with those receiving more intensive service. In the compar-
ison, 44 per cent of the group having intensive case work had A
remissions v/hile only 52.6 per cent of the other group had A. B and
D remissions were the reverse of this, for in the B group those with
little supervision had 52.6 per cent included as compared to 20 per
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF DEGREE OF REl’USSION OF THE
FORTY-SIX PATIENTS RECEIVING LITTLE OR NO
CASE WORK WITH THE T.TENTY-FI^/E REOEIVING
MORE INTENSIW CASE WORK
Degree®’
of
Remission
Patients on Visit Receiving
Intensive Case Work
No. of Pts. Total
'
Per Cent
F M Pts.
Patients on Visi-t
Receiving Little
No Case Work
No. of Pts. Tote]
F
,
M ' Pts.
or
Per
Cent
A 9
j
2
i-
11
I
44. 10 5 15
1 ..
32.6
B
1
' 5 1 2
1
i
5 20. 8 7 15 32.6
C
t
1
4 i 1
1
5
'
20. •Z. 5 6.5
D
1
4
j
;
t
4 16. 5 8 ' 13 28.3
' Total
j
i
1 20 '5 25 100.
I
26 20 46 100.
a. Degree of remission:
A. Excellent remission: v^ell adjusted in social •' nd
economic spheres, fe’v or no symptoms left.
B. Fair remission, p rtial adjustment in social and
economic spheres, fewer sj'-mptoms than at start
of vis it
.
C. Poor remission: no improvement or very little during
the year’s visit; hov/ever, still able to remain out.
D. Unsatisfactory remission: had to be returned to the
hospital during the year on visit.
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cent in the other, and had 28,5 per cent of their members in the D
remission group as compared with 16 per cent of the other. The
latter figures bear out Ruth Gartland's statement that:
Recent research has shown that patients denied professional
psj'chiatrjg social service return more frequently.’' to the
hospital.
15 Ruth Gsrtland "The Psychiatric Social Worker in a Mental
Hospital", Mental Hygiene
. 51:2, April 1947 p. 294
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CHIFTER IV
STUEY OF EIGHTEEN SELECTED CASES RECEIVING MORE IN’TENSI\^ CASE 7JORK
In order to present a more complete picture of the social work
being done, a representative group of eighteen cases were chosen from
the twenty-five receiving more intensive case work.
It was seen in the selected cases that the environment played an
important role in the patient's adjustment. The social worker had the
choice of two actions. The first was the manipulating of the environ-
ment, which could be done when the relatives were amenable to siigges-
tions end understanding of the patient's needs. ^ giving the families
more insight often causes of tension were removed. V/hen the environ-
ment was completely inimicable, the patient, whenever possible, was re-
moved to a new one. In the case of patients without homes, a friendly
understanding environment had to be found within v/hich they could be
aided to begin their adjustment to the outside world. Groups A and B
of the selected cases illustrate this. The second method, that of
manipulating the patient, within the environment, formed the largest
group of cases. Here, the social worker helped the patient to reach
better harmoiy with his environment through a supportive type of treat-
ment, working through guilt feelings, ambivalence and hostility, giv-
ing the patient better insight into his relationships with other people,
reassuring the patient as well as giving him practic.l advice, and help-
ing with the many expected and unexpected problems he encountered.
The social work divided itself into five major lypes of problems:
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A. Placements. There were four patients who had to be economic-
ally self-s\ifficient and in addition had no families or suitable homes
to which they could retiarn. Not only did the worker help them to find
employment and a place to live but also she continued to reassure them
and give understanding help with the many difficulties th^ encounter-
ed dxiring their year of visit.
B. Environments. In this group were three patients whose envir-
onment was a most disturbing factor end who needed help in adjusting
to the inimicable elements or in having the environment completely
changed. The aim here was to enable the patient to reach a point of
harmorr^^ with his environment so that it would no longer be a negative
factor in his adjustment. The chief difference between A and B was
that group P. had to have an environment fo'und for them in order to
effect their return to the community as there was no specific home to
Y/hich they could return whereas group B returned to an environment
/'
with inimicable factors to which the worker attempted to help them to
adjustment. TThen adjustment was found to be impossible, then place-
ment became the second step.
C. Check-ups by social worker. Tnis group comprised two patients
who for reasons of health coiild not return to the hospital for check-
ups so that the social v/orker was the only link between them and the
hospital, giving whatever advice and help was indicated.
D. Nev; family problems. The fourth group v/as one of three
patients vYho e&j?lv in the course of their visits found themselves faced
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with unexpected problems within the fumilj unit and environment that
they were unprepared to cope with alone. The social worker was of
help in aiding them to meet these problems and to prepare them for
whatever the future might hold,
E. Continiiing family problems. The final group included six
patients who needed help ?/ith sources of corh'lict within their fam-
ilies, continuing from before their hospitalization, problems that in
some measure influenced their psychosis. It might be the relation-
ship with their children or husband, a poor attitude toward their
household duties, somatic complaints, or the need of a sympathetic
person with whom thej’" might talk through their feelings and be better
able to face their life situations.
A. Placements;
Patient was a fifty-six year old Irish Canadian alient who had
come to the United States from Canada about twenty years before.
He had been a successful carpenter but after he brought his family
to Massachusetts he suffered reverses in emplpi'^meut
,
worrj’^ing
so much that he finally gave up work totally and received
State Aid instead. Eighteen years ago had had one hospital-
ization lasting eleven years and eight days, as a result of
paranoia delusions and persecutory ideas and refusal of food.
Diagnosis of dementia praecox; paranoid was made. After a short
stay there, patient was given parole privileges and worked at
various jobs throughout the hospital.
He was transferred to this hospital where the same diagnosis was
continued and where he remained for four ye?rs and thirteen
days. He worked well in this hospital and was given parole
privileges again. Although talkative, he was a good worker,
cooperative, tidy, and sociable.
A year before his release on trial visit, social worker mc.de
several attempts to find jobs for patient but he lacked the in-
sight into his needs and was not cooperative toward these ef-
forts. Later that year a placement investigation was done of
patient's family where he had gone for a short visit. Thej'- were
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fo\md to be disinterested in his welfare, keeping patient
occupied with household duties and admitted they had taken
him under pressure from his sister.
vVorker talked with sister and interpreted patient’s need of
a special type of work, giving a better understanding of
patient's illness to the sister. It was arranged that patient
v/ould go out on trial visit to sister and her husband, both of
whom had always sho'.m considerable interest in him. Sister
helped him to get a job as assistant pastry chef in the cafe-
teria of a secretarial school vrhere she and her husband both
worked. She welcomed him in her home and helped him to start
a bank account, giving vei^>" good supervision at first.
Worker found patient to be making a good work adjustment and
to be happy in his relationship with his sister. However, there
were signs of his growing independence which worker had to inter-
pret to sister who became alarmed when he was less easj’- to
direct. Sister was able to recognize his independence and
stubbornness as part of his feeling of greater security.
Brother-in-law left the school to become janitor in a large
apartment house and shortly after he fell ill. Patient left
his job to take over his brother-in-law's duties, feeling he
owed this to them in return for their consideration.
Sister enlisted social worker's help when faced with problems
of dental work that patient refused to have done and the untidi-
ness of his personal habits, i^orker urged that patient get the
dental work done during this period when he was not regiilarly
employed and patient was amenable to her suggestions. Patient
was praised ty the social worker in the next interview both for
his attending to this need and for his loyalty to his sister.
Mentally patient continued to appear to good advantage, taking
initiative and assiiming responsibility without difficulty. He
talked over with worker some of his leisure time activities and
was happy to be able to "show off" what he had accomplished.
Patient made a very good adjustment during the year, occupation-
ally and socially. He was perm&Jiently emplcr/'ed as assistant
janitor and appeared to be happy in his work. His behavior had
been rational and he had accepted suggestions about dental care
and had shown ability to handle his own money wisely. He was
content in the friendly atmosphere of his sister's home and felt
he would continue there indefinitely.
Patient had lost his incentive to work and his sense of independ-
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ence before his illness and 7?hile he vias in the ho spits 1 it became
apparent that his wife ; nd children lacked the consideration and unaer-
standing so that a placement with them would not be valuable from the
patient's viewpoint. Not only did the patient need help in finding a
home but he also needed a job. Social worker was able to enlist the
aid of his sister in meeting both these needs. Tiiere were difficulties
of adjustment which occurred almost at once, on patient's part, in
forgetting some of the habits of personal cleanliness and in sho'‘dng
stubbornness about having dental work done. He was more easily able to
accept suggestions from the worker than from his sister in this respect.
’Yorker was able to work closely with sister on these matters end to give
her a better insight as to the patient ' s growing sense of independ-
ence and worth so that she could more easily accept his eccentricities
of behavior. Patient was encouraged both bj’- the worker and his
sister to manage his O'm money and to increase his social contacts.
He was given the opportunity to prove his gratitude -when his brother-
in-law became ill and patient was instrumental in saving his job,
thus proving his right to a place in his sister's household end to a
permanent place in their affections. With the help of the dual inter-
pretation that went on, in vdiich the social -worker acted as liaison
officer between patient and his sister, patient was functioning
smoothly at the end of the year, both on an eco'nomic and a social
level
.
Patient was a forty-eight year old American woman v^hose second
husband had deserted her after one year of marriage sixteen
years ago. For many years she had been a waitress and had had
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a very close relationship v?ith her sister, both of vfhom were
using drugs and alcohol excessively . Patient became despond-
ent after sister’s suicide and was hospitalizaed after threaten-
ing suicide during an irratxonal episode. She had three hos-
pital stays totalling seven days short of four yeers, occurring
seven, four, euid t.vo years ago. On the whole, her institutional
adjustments were good ana she .Tc^s fomid to be pleasant and agree-
able. The diagnosis made in each stay was p^chosis due to
drugs and other exogenous poisons.
She was transferred to this hospital where she remained for
another year and nine months cind t.venty-one days. At first
she was in the tubercular ward but left there after showing
no further evidences of active tuberculosis. The diagnosis
made was psychosis with psychopathic personality. She appeared
quiet and well-adjusted, denying hallucinations. VJhen tested
she was found to have an I. Q. of one hundred and eight.
Early in pat-bent’s hospitalization here, a friend running a
convalescent home expressed an interest in patient and a desire
to have her in her home. The friend, a trained nurse, was
willing to assume responsibility for patient’s supervision.
It was felt to be a good arrangement but patient was in too
poor remission at the time to take advantage of it.
Nineteen months later, patient was released on indefinite visit
to the home of this friend who had again indicated her willing-
ness to take patient. However, after onl]’- two weeks there, the
friend’s former maid returned to her and she no longer had
room for patient. Patient meanwhile had been adjusting well,
refraining from drugs and alcohol.
’.Worker a.rranged a placement for patient in keeping v/ith the
preferences she htai indicated, as a waitress in a hospital,
accompa.nying patient on her first interview, and helping her to
get settled in a rooming house.
Patient started very^ satisfactorily, making a good adjustment,
showing a good spirit in her work. 'Worker arranged for a
later hospital check-up at patient’s request as her working week
was a long one. Patient had difficulties -.vith her landlady
and asked for suggestions from worker as to how she might ter-
minate this arrangement. 77orker gave patient a list of other
possible boarding homes which patient planned to look up in her
leisure time. Worker also offered concrete help in the matter
of the procedure patient was to follow in getting rationing
books. The only p^’-chotic ^mptoms patient v^as showing during
this early'' period were a slight evasiveness and suspiciousness
but in general her adjustment was good.
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Ho’ffever, after foxir months patient had become a problem
because she was not getting along with the other employees.
Patients was doing very good work but she expected perfection
of others and was considered "crabby”. Patient wcs seen
three times during that month during which time the situa-
tion improved greatly. Worker reassured patient who feared
that she might be returned to the hospital because of her
difficulty with other employees. Worker was able to tell
patient how satisfactory her work was considered to be. With
the added assurance given her, patient v/as able to focus on
the future and felt that she would probably try to get a high-
er paying job, of which she seemed entirely capable. Worker
telephoned frequently during the next months to ascertain
that every thing continued to go smoothly.
Patient was always apprehensive of worker’s visits, always
fearing the worst, as she admitted, and worker tried to get her
to show s more optimistic attitude. Patient planned to teke
a vacation at the expiration of the year and freely discussed
her future plans with worker. She v;as unable to gain very
much insight into her ov.n illness and persorulitj/ make-up,
still showing suspiciousness of people and a tendency to mis-
interpret their interest.
However, throughout the year she made a good adjustment in
regard to her work efficiency and abstained from both alcohol
and drugs. It >vas felt that she ?/ould need continued employ-
ment in a place where her good work woulo be appreciated and
the difficult aspects of her personality overlooked. She ?/as
discharged at the end of the year,
(Six weeks later patient became involved with her landlady f-nd
had to go to court over their argument. Worker was present to
give support to pa.tient and then during following months once
again helped patient in a job placement. She had rev-.rted to
her use of drugs and alcohol temporarily which had led her into
difficulties. Patient was appreciative of help given her
both with the police and in getting another job. Contacts
continued for two months. About t-;n months later, a letter
was received from patient after she had been involved with
police in another drunken episode and patient stated she had
returned to her friend’s home and had v;ritten to let worker
know she was getting along well.)
Because of her drug and alcoholic habits and her lock of perman-
ent family ties following the death of her sister, as well as the
episodic picture of her mental illness, patient presented the pictiire
liia.irfc'iq ^ 3occi9t( is *ij E.lcfnora i.'jo'i 'la+'lo i'La jvoH
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of an emotionally iciraature unstable person, with poor social adjust-
ment. Shortly after her release, it was necessary to find a place-
ment for her, end worker chose it carefully, where patient would be
closely supervised in working surroundings. Worker also gave con-
crete help in finding a rooming house for patient, aiding her to get
settled, and arranging for rationing bocks. Worker kept in consttnt
touch with patient and her employer during the period of the year. A
difficulty arose over patient's demanding perfection of work from
others and her dissatisfaction over her menial work, but she was
helped by worker to understand the value of the placement in view of
her recent mental illness. She was given encouragement end reassur-
ance during her periods of discouragement and helped to focus on the
future when she might be doing more appropriate vork. Although she
was making a good adjustment as regtvTds her alcoholic hebits, worker
was able to give patient only limited insight and when the year enaed
it was felt she would probably be in difficulties again, very soon.
Here Alcoholics Anor^’-raous or a Mental Hygiene clinic might have been
of some value if she could have accepted referral, for as soon as the
supportive presence of the social worker was removed she was once again
in difficulty, so that work with her continued longer than the custom-
ary twelve months period. During the second plj-.cement patient once
again resorted to alcohol as a solution for her difficulties and it is
not kno'vn what hap^jened to her after that time as she was out of the
state
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Patient was e thirty -two year old American divorcee of Scottish
extraction. She had always been a very poor mixer, intolerant,
and fixed in her ideas. Patient had never gotten along partic-
ularly well with her husband, nor had she made a success of her
various office jobs. Shortly after an incident of finding
steel wool in a drug store ice cream soda, about four years
before, she developed ideas of persecution and intense resent-
ment of her parents. She had two hospitalizations of one year,
eight months, and twenty-five days duration, where the diagnose
made were dementia praecoxj catatonic type and dementia prae-
cox; paranoid type. '.Tnile hospitalized she was excited, denud-
ative, and generally hara to manage. After being given metra-
zol shock therapy her condition improved.
She was transferred to this hospital where she remained for two
years and eight days. The diagnosis made was dementia praeccx;
catatonic type, '/’shen tested she showed an I. 0. of one hundred
and twelve. Patient behaved well on the v/ards and appieared in
fair mental condition. She was even allowed out on weekend
visits to her parents. A placement was arranged but after a
few months she displayed the same lymptoms she had shorn dur-
ing her illness and had to be returned to the hospita.1. Once
back she was soon doing waitress work in the hospital.
small personal services, such as taking patient into tovm
to buy shoes, btying holiday CcXds for her, and conveying
messages to friends and relatives, were performed by the social
worker, with the aim of maintaining a friendly relationship.
Patient was given insight into her illness, during accompany-
ing discussions and was enabled to take a more realistic view
of her employment possibilities, being shown that she was un-
able to retiirn to office vork as slie had v/ished. The fi-’st
step toward trying to get patient ready to attempt another
adjustment to the community had been made.
Interpretation was done with the family to try to give the
mother an understanding of patient's improved mental state but
mother remained antagonistic to a placement, revealing much of
her known hostility toward the patient and refused to be swayed
from her belief that patient was better off hospitalizeo
,
al-
though the father agreed with the social worker. Worker lo-
cated a placement in a mrrsing home close to this hospital
where the work would be similar to that which patient h>^d been
accustomed. The proprietor's personality and ability to han-
dle people were positive factors as was the location of the
home. It was felt that patient would be under close super-
vision and there would be no stress in the matter of finances.
Patient appeared pleased with the arrangement and mede a good
impression when taken for her first interview.
rtbU^oLe ivtujorL: OA»ol*\3*fc\ iiZc? •xv^t'owv«^*UrtiiMi Jnelidfl
,
i^ftaVr ,-s?»ai|ja v>o^ ’TtoT > a^/^d c\tr*>lj »ii2 .OQlcf04»:(d3if»
^uoX« at^fioii ;i»UL ,h^*jol irxi nl *>3x11 ;atfii)
'idd lo a -yti^ «*is tod 'wd a^l** Hew
.e ia&Jjiofli fll'iii NrC^j'Oii^ .F^^t 'joIx^ suoixav
eiae’^ t31>o4 SdlJs i ax X^jo* Xoela
-l«Oe-/J t>^»eXui iiw XSoiidOdn-4;j«| 10»?.:,W i)tXiDXeV3& rjiBr
4^00^ -*flv lo ttnoid«^>fXX«rf^l*iegiA «>•? i^ jfl ddb ,^n3a3<4 lad 'l© iss^a
0o4QO^iL*ii edJ 3avd» «ii6-,l/5tniii> fc 'jeo -irXl-. ©q- ,adtftcx4 da^ie
-ei*ai dJdc^ w Jbrt4 {xdoe-: 'ic^ niXijaaaa ,»i»w edaks
-i^fgou ibeliAjCa ?<i» ^ &saXIjBdX teoil sXXi^ - Horuxsq jjxoo
ttevia ^kied -wi^li .«r^^£? 3a o^''*^t‘a 'v£Iarxsna^ u:J ^erXcl-a
,beVo*r^ai ii./l.-^AOnoo i»a ioorie Io6
ort lol odn fii->4!W‘5^l4i^i^iaoii o* '6e^*r9'li;as*ii 6i*» a<1iE
•x^peaiu^ / ?,w qbsc .ftige>2» tfxl;)iB him aioax
ib3'ii«a/c vah lo ,0 ,I o:< hmtodb ads -'belt »d ae#' • olao^afAo
nt h‘y3 '^ii‘i ha>» tin^ «il no IX^ ir fr?»v»d©d JrteXla^ .^vleei htia
pasiti-^r. do llio fa-.v olXa afv» 6f© .oHliuxaoD Iv^^aec ixel
»s "Cd^.n® >ti«f fetejiruixis e^w iti^ooosXq A r€la*»i.xi if-d ol
-Tjyfa. C5»0£le bvi ihHb aactiqu^gL snujtt 3('S £>ei5j4J(i«J:b 8d<» £:dldo« w®l
aonO axil ol ^»a*1al^*r ad ol. JiJd ©a esaaliJ: lail :^xti
,j/ilit^4ox{ -»4t xii >{'5ro» ir&s'ilX4» ^o£> n«?B 8*»v axic. jfo.4
oldi dvits ^c©oXv*iBr ittvaecjefeq XI«i33 vnxiU
aitlX^vfioy haa t*0a nx/l dbo^o iQ^XXoil ijxti gxd »ii4w*ia ypd oJ
t.<»iciciu
-.’Xil x!^ xawrw'lT -^. <'8Tvil>jXt-T 4ti^ ttftaxai ol 8e|i;.=>c)B^
.qXilrXtoXlidBTC 'ytjnoi'#! e aXtfeaililxiXiu io «X- ,*i?jiiow
-giaq^vaa xpd^-jliiX aerX^/^i-w
waXv oliaXIaan, a'Ktf •> bVXdiJCa ^ « i>o^ aaciae^Q-ali? ^nX
-au ti^tw frilB ^aeJL}ii^X8t,oq' lo^
,
,tr.--i'lL
.
d-'XJolv' ^aX ila t>i u'li'la'x o* aXda^
•i3xilo«i^i lqiai>lJe Is;? ol Tdxi\'<l fa*"rcl -^Ie
xjd;--d ©ed '^Xxx6te;'(0f> eift ©1 iasrdh&$lbt>
ovX^ o? oi aol ii'tivi aaa tf aoxlalairtelni
.‘lad i r>ixi2ia kavorjj^Gi ^.!i»i8il*xi lo ;4cJtbiV.ilfe*iex«iy o3 Tj-illoe*
lo dW ^XXodyii'i, ^IfiatjiijaaX^ J- ol oXleinojialaa oaxilaaoi^ ledi^fl’
i»'C»fire 5d ol i>a» «‘il ox.yt>S irvxux 'led';^
-i ti lio *T^lsd’^ 30* iaaldJsq iedi lollad *xad aoll
-oi X»ioo«t irfl- diXw t<3«'T'?w ladlal «d4 dnaoitJ
XelisiEbri rXdl"^o.t eaoto amcui ^aisiofix a ci lae«soHq 4 balao
n««d b H tneiluft' ribXdt*’ ad ZjXt'c* XicMk adl a^Sitw
-ned" Ovf 'i-tilidlB bfijo atfT .besjolsaooo
Ijo aoUeyc^ >by .^V'lS uxlool &xayr oXnooLi elk.
-TT-if-fc ciUoXo ^ l*uil llal ?:»?» il . -a»ori
.aeo»>«i^'\ irfl tac
-^dl ni ©a. sd ' li^ov sudi^ftaa oc^Biv
.
XoD’^, -9 -Ok oxil ^ laeil vi
> .weiv'i >loi le-ixl •i Jii.to'l o^aU^ iu^ns? noiRfaTqci
Worker kept in close touch with patient and the proprietor
for the ne:it three months, both by telephone and through vis-
its. Patient adjusted well, appearing hUj-py end contented,
although she was not too good a worker. Social worker brought
some personal belongings to patient which she hod left at the
hospital and encouraged her to b\y clothes and plan for the
spending of her mon^. Patient was showing no recurrance of
mental symptoms and appeared to be spending her money wisel;^’’
and making a good communitj^ adjustment. She was encouraged to
increase her social activities and to discuss her feelings
about the placement, with worker pointing out the positive
aspects when she began to show signs of restlessness and dis-
content. Worker arranged for patient to have needed dental
work done at this hoSi.ital. Gradually, patient used more of
her spare time to visit friends and relatives, showing much
pleasure in her 'widened activities. Patient needed a great
deal of reassurance during this period, several times showing
the desire to change jobs so that she could earn more money,
and exaggerating small happenings which she hcd found unpleas-
ant, but each time aXter the discussion with social v/orker she
would decide to remain where she vras. The quality of her work
remained about the ssjne, satisfactory on a lov/ level.
In her eleventh month out, patient again expressed the desire
to change jobs, and as the proprietor did not vrish to keep
patient indefinitely, worker arranged another placement. This
time pc-tient was to be in a hospital for alcoholics, once again
near this hospital, and her -work would be lighter, for she had
some office duties and also helped in the "bread" room, setting
up trays. This work was more agreeable to patient and it was
felt this -would be an aid in her adjustment.
Once again worker visited and called freque'ntly, for she gave
patient the opportunity’' to express her feelings and arranged
for patient to report for regular hospital check-ups.
During the twelfth month, the second one at her new placement,
patient begsn to show a lessening of her good adjustment, once
again showing un’warranted excitement over fancied wrongs and
some slight persecutory ideas. This was the identical pattern
she had followed in her first placement, being at first moder-
ately satisfactory in her work and then gradually showing signs
of restlessness and general dissatisfaction. It was felt that
this had become the normal pattern with her, and she was able
to use little insight in the matter.
At the end of the year she had quieted considerably, and it
was felt that she had made a fair adjustment, being in only
fairily’- good mental h.alth. Her judgment was poor and her
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insight only fair, due to her long-standing mentsl condition,
but she v^as considered ’,'rell enough to be discharged from the
hospital books. There was a realization that she wo\ild
probably have future difficulties.
Patient faced the need of a satisfactory” social and financial
placement when she was ready for indefinite visit, ^orker ascertained
that the feelings of the mother were not conducive to patient's well-
being were she to return home and so arranged a placement away from
home. Because of the periodic nature of patient's illness there was
a question as to how well her remission could be retained. Worker
gave patient encouragement in her adjustment, both to the job and to
increased social activities and helped j,atient at first in financial
questions. Patient was encouraged to make her own decisions, to b\:y
clothes, and otherwise to widen her social activities. As she re-
turned for check-ups, patient was enabled to have dental work done at
this hospital in addition. Worker attempted to make patient take a
reaJ.istic view of her situation and to see the need of her doing her
work well. The quality of patient's work did not improve with time
and worker arranged another placement where once again patient follo//-
ed the same pattern of gradualHy increasing dissatisfaction. Patient
was discharged at the end of the year in fair remission, but here
again it is felt that an attempt might have been made to transfer
patient to a social agency^ where she could have received the benefit
of further supportive treatment end insight into her problems.
Patient was a fifty year old American woman of unkno’*ni parent-
age. She was a foundling brought up in a setisfactory'- adpt-
ive home. She had been a masseuse before her marriage which
lasted only nine y’-ears and ended in separation. She had been
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mildly alcoholic for some years. About eight years ago she
had been diagnosed as having p^^-choneurosis. Four years ago
she \vas severely injiired in an automobile accident and after
three months in the hosj^^ital she had to be transferred to a
state hospital where the diagnosis of p^chosis due to trauma,
traumatic delirium was made. She showed confusion, disorient-
ation, emotional instability, memoiy impairment, and complete
lack of insight and impaired judgment. She remained there
for seven months.
Patient was brought here after an arrest for drunkedness t.nd
a disturbance v*xth her son. He had been a problem for some
time, having been in Shirl^" School, and there were suspic-
ions of sex relationships between the two. The diagnosis of
traumatic ptychosisj post traumatic personality disorder was
made. Patient remained here for five months and twenty-
eight days, during v^hich time she was quiet and cooperative,
working well in the female home, attending social fianctions
and getting along well v/ith other patients.
Mair,'- personal services were performed such as getting her
glasses, arrenging for patient to have her son come to see
her, getting clothing for patient, and talcing her to visit
her brother, during her stay at the hospital.
Possible placement plans were discussed at length with
patient and she was taken for an interview to a tuberculosis
sanatorium where she was to work in the linen room. The work
was to be not too difficult. Patient appeared pleased ?/ith the
work and was encouraged by worker not to think of attempting
ar^'^thing strenuous for the time being, and also to be care-
ful in building gradually
. Patient v;as in a good frame of
mind \7hen she started her placement. Worker gave practical
help to patient in the matter of rationing books. For the
first few months she seen semi-monthly
. A problem appear-
ed in connection with son who was troublesome and constantly
demanding money. Worker talked over patient's feelings in
this matter and gave her advice as to how she might handle
him. She appeared to be making a very good adjustment, despite
her many physical ailments and h^r work appeared satisfactory'-.
It varied, however, in accordance -.vith the extent to which
she ,vas upset ty her son. Worker discussed patient's progress
with the supervisor of the linen room and ascertained that
they were willing to have patient remain in the hopes that
there would be a gradual improvement.
Many'- problems arose during the year in connection with the son
and the troubles he -was in with the probation department, and
his activities around patient's place of emplqj'ment.
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Patient was encouraged to return to this hospital to partici-
pate in a radio program which she had found enjcr.^able, and to
keep contact with some of the friends . she had made here
.
V?orker acted as liaison officer between patient and her employ-
er, getting help with problems of wages, hours of employment,
and smoothing the way as much as possible. Patient still
showed a tendency to emphasize her somatic complaints, and
appeared to enjoy a large amount of attention and sympathy.
Patient's son began annc^'ing patient again, just about the
time she became ill with profuse bleeding, although she had
passed the menopause. It was felt best to return her to the
hospital at that time, after ten months of visit, to have
medical work done.
In spite of constant supervision and help, patient had not
made an adequate adjustment. She vvas handicapped by a number
of somatic complaints, bj'' lameness, sinus trouble, gall bladder
trouble, defective vision. She was slow to take suggestions
and irritable with other employ" ees. Her son caused alrnost
constant concern and patient was unwilling or unable to control
him. At several times there was a suggestion that she might
have become alcoholic again. Her relatives had sho^m no inter-
est in her affairs and patient had sho-m few results while in
the community.
(Mam'- personal services nere performed during the latter stay
in the hospital and another placement, of a similar nature, was
also arranged. This time she completed the year with a fairly
satisfactory adjustment.)
Patient with many somatic complaints as a result of her traffic
accident, end a history of mild alcoholism, with evidences of poor
adjustment in her brother's home and poor upbringing of her adolescent
son, presented maiy problems. A placement was found for her, suitably
located, where work would be ea^'- and surroundings pleasant and which
seemed to please patient. Worker kept in constant touch with patient
and emplcr,/er in an effort to help patient in her adjustment. Worker
gave practical help in matters of rationing and problems connected with
son, but once he was active in the picture, patient's fair adjustment
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seemed to lessen. She was distracted from her work which had never
been too satisfactory and was unable to follow worker's advice regard-
ing the managing of her son. Worker encouraged patient's social
activities in connection with this hospital and patient's discussion
of her feelings regarding her placement. Patient hs^d to be rehospit-
alized principally because of a somatic complaint but also because
her adjustment had not been considered adeq'ua.te.
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B. Environments:
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Patient was a seventy-four year old naturalized Canadian English-
man. About six yeetrs prior he had suffered a personality change
after losing his job as driver of an ice truck because of his
age and excessive alcoholism. He and his wife lost their home
ana he found it impossible to adjust to living with relatives,
becoming increasingly irritable. In addition he was content to
let his wife support him in the interim before receiving Old
Age Assistance.
The precipitation of his psychosis was a fall resulting at once
in a head injurj'-, after which he shoved hallucinations, paranoid
delusions, disorientation, confusion, and untidiness. He be-
came a nursing problem and was finally admitted to a hospital
where the diagnosis of senile p^'-chosis; sim.ple deterioration
was made. From there, he was transferred to this hospital for
two years and three months before an improvement in his
condition -warranted a trial visit.
'Vhen he was ready for discharge on indefinite visit, the family
enlisted the social worker's aid in again obtaining Ola /.ge
Assistance for patient. His daughter agreed to take care of
him temporarily to see if he would be able to adjust to home
surroundings. Patient's wife was companion to an elderly lady
and was in no position to take patient. In addition, his
hallucinations had for some ten years centered around her sup-
posed infidelity so that it was ascertained that placement
with the daughter would be the more practicable arrangement.
Social worker made two visits within the next two months, in
order to ascertain the extent of patient's continued remission.
He was adjusting well at first, although his daughter's over-
conscientiousness in supervision appeared to xvorry patient to
some extent. -Vorker gave daughter interpretation as to the
services of the hospital should pe-.tient's condition, by virtue
of increased hallucinations, warrant his return. Daughter was
cooperative towa^rd patient's need to appear at the hospital
for check-ups. In discussions with daughter and with patient,
it was learned that paitient's attitude toward his wife, which
he had hiaden at first, was becoming more openly hostile. He
was showing irritabilitj-' and stubbornness characteristic of
his psj’-chosis and it was felt he might adjust better in an
environment that would not remind him of his wife.
Worker arranged a pie cement for patient whicn was felt to be
advantageous and family, agreeing, gave financial assistance.
It was felt to be good because the o^mer of the house had had
experience with elderly patients of man^/ temperaments and also
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it wes located at a point distant from his daughter's home.
The family v/ere of the opinion that patient's adjustment would
improve as he had always been better able to get along with
strangers than with his ovrn family
.
The following month when patient was seen, he a.ppeared to have
made a surprisingly good adjustment, with no indications of
parjinoid ideas. TTorker encouraged him to show off the advan-
tages of the boarding home and to relate his gardening activ-
ities and the advantages he found in his placement. The
ovvners of the home were cooperative about taking patient on
short automobile tri^-s and encouraged his gradual socializ-
ation with other members of the home.
He appeared to welcome visits from his daughter and frequent
letters as evidences of their interest. ITnen this was ex-
plained to his daughter she agreed to do everything possible
to keep him cheerful and happy . Gradually'- patient increased
his activities around the home, trimming the la\vn, helping
with the furnace and other chores. Worker pointed out his
usefulness to him and he agreed that in view of his age, he
would be content with continued Old Age Assistance rather
than attempting to find full-time work elsewhere.
Although patient appeared confused &t night and infrequently
cranlqr during the d^time, the proprietor of the home was
tactful in handling him and planned with worker as to how to
dea.1 with the problems the patient presented. They were
pleased with his help around the home. Worker was able to
reassure the family who shoved a tendency to overemphasize
patient's defects.
At the end of the year patient appeared cheerful ana friendly
and was making a maj?kedly excellent adjustment. The place-
ment appeared satisfactory from the point of view of patient,
his relatives, and the ovmers of the boarding home, and he
was planning to continue the arrangement indefinitely. Patient
felt useful in the home and was getting along well, both in
frame of mind and in social contacts.
Patient had shown difficulties in adjustment before his illness
and it was readily seen, both by faiail^r and social service that deep-
seated difficulties were once again cropping up. Through discussion
with the family, social worker helped to me.ke a new placement accept-
able to them. Because of her knowledge of patient's needs and prob-
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lems she was able to arrange an atmosphere that had the minimum of
conflicts. Patient was helped to feel wanted and secure in his nev/
home, and by being allowed to perform small chores kept his needed
feeling of being useful. Interpretation to the family was used by
social worker to point out the areas in which they could help to
maintain patient's good adjustment, also to reassure them when they
showed signs of overemphasizing patient's defects. Patient was also
encouraged to discuss his feelings about the placement and to ex-
press his need for fueling useful, and at the same time worker ascer-
tained that this attitude was understood by the proprietor of the
home. Through the concerted interest and efforts of patient's
family, the proprietor, and the social worker, patient achieved
what was felt to be an excellent remission by the end of the year.
Here we see an illustration of how relatives, with limited insight,
who show cooperation, can be helped to do the maxiraiam for a patient.
Patient was a twelve year old American Negro, admitted to
this hospital wildly excited, frightened, ana fearful of
death. The onset had been sudden, occurring shortly after
patient h-d moved with her parents and eight siblings from
South Caroline to Massachusetts. Patient first had a severe
headache ana fever, then begc-n to see snakes and feel pains,
finally refusing all food and screaming at night. All this
happened within two weeks of coming to Boston. The diagnosis
made was dementia praecoxj catatonic type. She remained in
the hospital for three and a half months, during part of the
time needing tube feeding and caraisole restraint. Gradually
she became quiet, appeared bashful and shy, speaking onlj’’ in
mono-syllables
.
Shortly after her release on indefinite visit, worker made a
visit and found the fcanil^^ living in en impoverished section,
with living standards within the family ver^’- low. Patient
continued to show the appearance and intellects of a much
younger girl. By questioning mother, worker learned that
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patient was content to play most of the day with six younger
siblings. Worker suggested that mother not try to return
patient to school \intil fall, although it was only April, for
patient’s difficulty appeared to be in learning to adjust to
an environment different from the one in which she was reared.
Mother appeared not too receptive to insight, hctving no under-
standing that patient was not entirely well, and seeing no
psychotic indications in her withdravral. She cooperated,
however, in encouraging patient to do little errands and help
with the housework, and was cordial about worker’s visiting.
Patient v/as encouraged to talk during worker’s visits. At
first she would speak only when spoken to but gradually she
began to smile more in worker’s presence.
In the fall, patient st-:;r*ted school in a special room. Vforker
talked with the teacher about patient’s n‘:*eds and teacher
appeared sympathetic and understanding, villing to give
patient the consideration that was indicated. Patient appear-
ed more mature when seen at school and showed a remarkable
physical and mental progress. She talked spont neously about
her school friends, her new clothes, ana was proud that she
could both read and ^nrite a little. "Then seen again, she
appeared contented, happ^’^, and making a good school adjust-
ment. The teacher also had an excellent report, saying that
patient was beginning to volunteer in class. It was their
feeling that she woiild soon be ready for a regular class.
By the end of the year, it appeared that much of p-rtient’s
timidity had disappeared and she had started on a good ad-
justment in the hectic urban environment to which she was
now submitted, although she still appe-red of inferior
intellect and nadve. At no time since the start of her in-
definite visit had she shown any excitement, fear, or resis-
tiveness and there had been a steady progress phy xcally,
mentally, and socially.
Patient’s illness had come on as soon as she *fas faced with the
problem of adjusting to the atmosphere of the North, after being
accustomed to the life of the Southern Negro. Although over her
psr;-chotic episode, she still, on the start of indefinite visit, faced
the problem of adjusting to the outside world. Limitations were
presented by family’s lack of insight r.nd apparent limited intelligence.
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Worker's first step wes to gein the confidence of patient gradually,
to get her accustomed to talking with worker, in mono-syllables at
first and more fluently later. It was important that patient see
Northerners as s^T-mpathetic and understancing people, end lose her
fear of them. She was allowed to stay home for the suirmier, in close
contact .‘d-th other siblings, and l:y the end of that time she hed
achieved a measure of confidence. Worker interpreted her needs to
the school so that they would have some understanding of the problem
and would be especially tactful in handling patient. At the same
time, worker saw patient and encouraged her to express her feelings
about school and the happenings in her life. Patient recognized the
teacher as another friendly person, likfe the doctors of her check-up
visits, and the social worker of supervision visits. The second step
in her adjustment was achieved when the school reported she would soon
be able to enter a regular grade. It was felt that physically, men-
tally, and socially she ha.d made steax3j- progress, having gradvially
overcome the terrors of the new environment.
Patient was a fifty-nine year old Irish naturalized house Jvife.
She had had a hap^y marital life with an elevator maintenance
man and was always of a cheerful disposition. At forty-six a
hysterectomy established complete menopause. At fifty-five,
nine years later, she developed oddities of behavror, accusing
people of talking about her, plotting against her family,
accompanied ty visual and auditory hallucinations. Her ideas
became so paranoid she had to be nospittdLized twice for a
total period of two years and nine months. Her behavior at
first was resistive and assaultive and she ha.d to be tube fed.
The diagnosis of dementia praecox; paranoid type was made.
She Tas transferred to this hospital where the diagnosis was
changed to psychosis with cerebral arterio-sclerosis
.
During
her stay here of one year, ten months, and four days, she was
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well behaved, talkative, with well systematized set of de-
lusions. She vfas able to v/ork in the vegetable room and was
no longer shoving her originally disturbed behavior. Test-
ing done showed her to have an I. Q. of ninety-eight
.
7/hile she was still in the hospital, patient's husband was
located through social service as he had moved leaving no
forwarding address. He was founo to be living with a daughter
and as he had recently suffered a hea.rt attack, he no longer
had any interest in patient’s welfare. Some months later he
died.
Shortly ai'ter this, patient was released on indefinite visit
to the home of anoth r daughter who made the request as the
patient had been adjusting well on short two-week visits.
In this new environment, patient was surrounded by a family
who were fond of her and solicitous of her welfare, always
carefiil to include her in their activities. During worker’s
bi-monthly visits she found daughter to be cooperative and
anxious to discuss some somatic complaints patient manifest-
ed occasionally
.
Patient went to work almost immediately as a cleaning woman
in an office and appeared happy to have found some measure
of independence. Worker helped patient to face realistically
the value of continuing tnis t^’-pe of work rather than attempt-
ing to operate an elevator as she was contemplating, and
received support from daughter in this area.
Patient was agreeable about reporting for regular check-ups,
although she felt herself completely well and the arrangement
was found to be working out satisfactorily. Patient sho-ved
herself inclined to hide her somatic complaints. Daughter
continued to find patient ea^ to live with, although patient
showed occasional irritability
.
Near the end of the year, social worker performed a personal
service in returning some valuables to patient from the
treasurer’s office.
Patient ended the year in excellent remission, appearing
alert and well groomed, spontaneous and friendly in manner.
She had adjusted well both socially and economically, with
no return of psj’-chotic ^’mptoms.
Patient had to face an entirely new environmeht, that of living
with a daughter, since her husband had died while pa.tient v/as in the
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hospital. Her new surroundings were excellent, making her adjust-
ment fairly easy, and most of social worker's early work focused on
the daughter who was cooperative, understanding, and readily accept-
ed the insight worker offered. A new element was in patient's
accepting private employment. Worker encouraged her in this plan,
helping her to face the reality that there were limited types of
work she should do which woifLa not place a strain upon her. Patient's
adjustment at thv^ end of the year was excellent for she had been
greatly helped by the men&’’ positive elements in her new surroundings.
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Patient was a fifty-seven year old American woman of mixed
ancestry, v/idovred for thirteen years. For the past seven
years patient had been^an invalid because of coronar^^ throm-
bosis T/hich followed shortly after a s..ries of major oper-
ations and the ste-rt of patient’s menopause. She was cared
for by a married daughter during that time. Patient had
suff ?red a personality change a few months before admission,
shortly after a favorite son went into service and hse became
progressively more agitated and depressed, showing marked
fearfulness, nervousness, and emotional instability. The
diagnosis of involutional psychosis; melancholia was mtde.
After two months and twenty-one days, patient, at daughter’s
request was allowed to go on indefinite visit to her dau-
ghter’s home, as her p^chotic symptoms appeared to have de-
creased markedly
.
Because of patient’s heart condition, it was agreed that
social worker would entirely replace hospital check-ups.
Social worker visited montlxly for the first four months, each
time determining that pa.tient was keeping a state of good
remission. The environment appeared a sj’’mpathetic
,
cheerful,
understanding one. The mental condition of patient was ex-
cellent and she was enco\araged to discuss her feelings re-
garding her children in service. Worker further discussed
some of the patients she had kno;'m in an effort to give to
patient added insight into her own illness. Patient had a
good attitude toward her own hospitalization.
Worker talked in many areas with patient in order to deter-
mine whether any depression or tenseness was present, but at
all times patient showed normal amounts of humor, spontaneous-
ness, and concern. Patient accepted worker’s visits matter-
of-fectly ard appeared to look for 7ard to a discussion of her
activities. She was carefiil not to overtax herself and yet
took pleasure in the help she v^as able to give her daughter
in caring for two grandchildren and household duties. Patient
was encouraged both by daughter and social worker to increase
gradually the scope of her activities, to cover visiting
friends and gardening, in keeping with her condition of health.
Social v^orker’s visits became less frequent as it was appar-
ent that no problems were presenting themselves. ’Worker as-
certained from daughter and son-in-law that patient continued
to be welcome in their home, with daughter alwaj^s speaking
very affectionately of patient.
Patient ended the year retaining the marked improvement she
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had shown at the start. vShe appeared cheerful and friendly,
with a lively interest in the affairs of her famils’". She
remained in comparatively good ph^'^sical health, with no
somatic complaints. Worker made a final visit to bring
patient her discnarge letter, and patient was relieved to
be freed of the necessity for reporting to the hospital for
a final check-up.
Because of patient's physical condition, her only contact with
the hospital was through the social v/orker's supervision. Here, the
social worker alone looked for evidences of p^’^chotic sj'mptoms or
progression of remission, not as a supplement to the hospital check-
ups, but in replacement of them. As daughter wis a sympathetic un-
derstanding person, with good insight into patient's illness and
with ability to encourage patient's activities in keeping with h°r
pl:ysic^l ability, worker needed to do little more than coroborate
daughter's efforts. 7?orker added her o>m words of encouragement and
at the same time discussed patient's feelings with her in order to
give greater insight. Here we see no need for arn" more intensive
contacts as patient was functioning excellently in warm friendly pos-
itive environment.
Patient was a seventy -one year old American housev/ife of
Irish parentage. Six -weeks before admission, she had had a
cerebral hemorrhage, paralyzing her left side, as a result
of which she went first to a medical hospital and then to
a nursing home. However, she became restless, irritable,
noisj'^, demanding constant water and attention, and requir-
ing sedation at night. The diagnosis of p^’-chosis with
cerebral arterio-sclerosis was made at this hospital.
She rema-ined here for seven months, during which time she
had anoth r cerebro-vascular accident. Hoover, she im-
proved markedly, returning to excellent contact with her
surroundings, and correct orientation, and -'Vas once again
able to be cared for easily. Daughter redw.ested that
patient be returned to her home and this was allo’wed, with
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the understanding that social service 'vould supei'vise as
patient was manifestly unable to come to the hospital for
check-ups
.
Patient was seen approximately bi-monthly by worker. She
7;as confined to a wheelchair, able to raise her leg only
slightly. The family group appeared close and htormonious,
with favorable atmosphere. Pnysically it was a pleasant
home, with attractive surroundings. Daughter was handi-
capped in being unable to give full attention to patient
because of the presence of a small child in the unit, but
she was careful never to neglect patient. Both patient and
daughter were appreciative of hospital care and continued
interest. Patient particolarly welcomed -Torker as she
rarely hsd visiots.
Worker talked t length with patient to determine the ex-
tent of her remission. She continued to show her mental
improvement, and las in good contact vith her surroundings.
Patient appeared to enjoy discussion of her somatic com-
plaints, feeling the presence of another sympathetic person
other tha.n her daughter, tjsd at the same time that v/orker
E^^mpathized with the trying confinement of patient's wheel-
chair, she pointed out the positive aspects of patient's
situation. These discussions appeared to cheer patient.
Patient adopted a more philosophic outlook. The attaining
of better insight into her progress appeared to i prove her
frame of mind.
Worker also offered suggestions for relieving some of
patient's somatic complaints through care of visiting nunse
a resource of which daughter had not been aware. As an
evidence of her interest, social 'worker brought flo 'ers
which patient was pleased to receive.
At the end of the year patient h'.xl neither ga^ined nor lost
appreciably in her pnysical condition, ana her mental con-
dition appeared improved. Such emotion tind unhappiness as
she displayed were in keeping with her pb.’-sical handicaps
and limitations of activities. Social '-vorker sent a letter
of discharge at the end of the year.
Patient, like the one previous, wa.s seen by social service in
place of hospital check-ups. Social -worker did much more in tliis
situation than determine the extent of remission for patient was
troubled by somatic complaints -and needed help in taking a philos-
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ophic attitude. As her activities \rere limited for health reasons,
she welcomed worker both as a sympathetic person and as a visitor.
Patient was helped to focus on the positive aspects of her situ-
ation, at the same time she was given the chance to express her
dissatisfactions with her confinement. Worker gave concrete sug-
gestions in the matter of getting help in caring for patient. Here
again, we see that patient was considerably abided in her remission,
which remained fair, by the comfortably hapjy environment and the
sympathy both of her daughter end of the social worker.
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D. New family'' problems;
Patient is a. fifty-one year old married Scotswoman who had
lived in the United States with her husband, a travelling
salesman for the past twenty years. She had no children
resulting from the marriage. She had always been a house-
wife and had had alcoholic habits for some years. She had
three depressed episodes, about two years before, after one
of which she v/as hospitalized for two and a half months.
She was removed b^’- her husband against advice.
Four months before her admission here she once again became
depressed and despondent, and began talking of suicide, A
few weeks later she attempted to take an overdose of medi-
cine so that she was hospitalized here. The diagnosis of
manic-depressive p^'chosis, depressed type was made.
Patient appeared c^\iiet and cooperative on the ward, gradu-
ally showing fewer signs of depression, mingling more with
the other patients, and attending Occupational Therapy
clas jes.
Patient v;as allowed out on visit with the understanding that
social service would keep close watch over patient, after
she haa been here for four months and twenty-nine days.
Worker found patient couteous and eager for the interview.
Almost immediately she burst into a long detailed spontan-
eous story of her problems, perple^^ities, and sources of
unriappiness
.
It appeared that she had no intimate friends
with whom she could discuss her situation. Her complaints
centered around her husbnad's gambling, drinking, criticism,
undesirable companions, and similar related complaints.
Worker allowed her to talk freely and then attempted to give
her some insight into the possible C8.uses for her husband’s
behavior, suggesting outside contacts, more friends, and
interests to counteract these difficulties. Worker emphas-
ized that patient’s first concern must be for herself, and
she must try to work through some of her problems. She
seemed grateful for worker’s interest and reassured by the
comments made. Altogether, auring that first interview,
patient appeared still agitated, depressed, unstable, per-
plexed, and potentially'- suicidal. The following day 'when
patient came to the hospital to get some valiiables she asked
help of worker in deciding how she shoulc return home, not
being able to chose the metns of conveyance. Worker visited
within two weeks and this time fo\md patient less tearful
and emotional. She still presented a wealth of problems
and unhappiness but seemed better able to control her emot-
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ional reaction. Worker felt she would need the opportunity
to talk freely about her problems for some tine to come, and
able to get reassurance from worker's presence. In the next
few visits 7orker encouraged patient to make ne.v friends and
keep contact with those she already had, and gave approval
to patient's suggestion that she might go to work. ?>'orker
emphasized that she ought to stant with part-time employ-
ment, At the end of six months patient appearea to have
achieved a cheerful frame of mind £nd although the domest-
ic situation was still not ideal she was better able to cope
with it mentally.
Patient was faced with a new problem svhen her husband was
hospitalized with a mental condition and possibly a brain
tiomor. Patient reacted well to this, feeling in some
way it absolved her of anw possible blame for causing his
condition, and since faced with financial need she immedi-
ately obtained part-time emploj’’ment in a department store.
Worker kept in touch 'vith her ty telephone end sav/ her when
she visited husband who was transferred to this hospital.
Patient was naturally upset but was able to face the situa-
tion realistically. Worker focused on patient's success in
her job about which patient appeared very hai-py. Shortly
after this, patient's husband died. From a neighbor it was
learned that this did not worry patient unduly and she still
continued working.
About a month later she vas again seen at her home. She had
kept a good adjustment, showing signs of relief, almost as is
an unhaj.py chapter of her life had enued. She was able to
handle legal matters connected with his death .vith the help
of some friends she hcd made, and appeared to be hcndling
her own affairs with a normal amount of judgment and clear-
headedness. By this time she was functioning \without excess-
ive advice from others. Patient had made the decision to
return to Scotland where a niimber of her people still lived.
'•Vorker felt patient had good insight, talking freely about
her illness, and had on the whole sho'wn marked improvement.
Worker's visits graduellj’' decreased from their original
semi-monthly rate as patient was functioning well alone.
Worker gave a few suggestions to patient regarding the ad-
vertising for roomers in the period before she was to leave
for Scotland, and ailso renoered the personal service of
retixrning husband's belongings from the hospital, as well
as the discharge letter. Patient was ver\'' a.pprecie-' ive in
manner a-nd expressed her gratitude for the help given her.
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It appeared that she was making a very successful adjustment
in the community, both economically and socially and was much
more stable and poised than when she had left the hospital.
The emphasis here is on the environment. Patient was returned
to an essentially mii'riendly atmosphere vj^here husband appeared to
lack consideration for patient and interest in her needs. The poor
behavior of which he had been guiltj’- in the past appeared to be
increasing in intensity'- . The main problem presented was that of
helping patient to adjust to the new problems in her environment.
As she had been socially -withdrawn, she had no close friends or rel-
atives in -whom she could confide. However, she was eager for
social worker's visits so that she could express her feelings and
gain reassirrance and support. Social v/orker allowed patient to
lean heavily at first and resdiOy gave advice on even the simplest
matters. Since the environment could not be changed completely,
v/orker tried to interpret it so that husband's behavior would be
more acceptable to pa.tient and she was enco-uraged to take p&rt-
time work, to enlarge her social circle and activities so that she
might lead a more nearly normc.l life, and not brood on her mcnital
difficulties. Worker gave patient insight as patient showed this
was acceptable to her. Throughout early contacts, patient leaned
upon worker as upon a "mother” person, and worker accepted, sj^-mpath-
ized, end gave the needed "pat on the back", along the lines of
emphasis on the positive values in patient's situation, Leter when
patient's husband becejne mentally ill shortly before his death, it
was seen that patient h.-d reached a degree of self-assurance where
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she was able to face the situa.tion realistically, to wind up his
affairs, and to make her om plans for the future, so that she was
once again functioning well alone.
Patient was a forty-one year old Russian Je'.vess whose married
life had been unhappy due to the alcoholism of her husband,
a travelling salesman. She had had three short hospital-
izations of a total three months duration, one nineteen
years before, one ten years before, and one the year before.
She was upset each time because of family worries, and her
diagnosis was that of manic-depressive psychosis; depressed
type.
She spent eleven months and one day in this hospital, where
she received the same diagnosis. She had been depressed
upon admission, threatening suiciae, and emotionally \an-
stable. At the hospital she was cooperative and neat, al-
tho\igh she had difficulty in concentrating, restlessness
and confusion. She was apathetic. Ptysically she showed
many menopausal symptoms. As a result of shock therapy
there was an improvement of her condition. v5hen tested she
showed an I. Q. of eighty-seven.
’Then husband re- nested patient be allowed out on visit, a
placement investigation was done which resulted in worker’s
finding that husband was unreliable and away from home much
of the time. He had hitherto assumed little responsibility
for patient’s care and coifLd not be considered dependable.
Though seemingly interested, he showed upon questioning,
that he had little insight into her needs and condition.
Patient was still depressed with somatic complaints when
allowed out on short visit. Husband, characteristically,
was out of tovna and unable to return patient to the hospit-
al. Patient agreed after this visit tha.t she would be better
in another type of placement.
After she was allowed out on visit to sister's home, it was
fo\md that patient had stayed there only three weeks when
faced with the problem of her two sons being returned to
her unexpectedly from relatives with whom they ho.d been stay-
ing in New York, Sister had welcomed her only temporarily
but after the nine and fourteen year old beys came she in-
sisted that patient leave. Patient found a cramped apart-
ment for family and husband, being joined later on in the
year tr,’- her oldest boj’’ of twenty.
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Patient was found to be in good remission, under the facing
of new stresses at time of worker's first visit. She was
encouraged to discuss her problems and home management
difficulties and she appeared aware of the stresses and
conscientious about doing her best. She was faced with more
responsibility than was wise and needed reassurance which
she appeared to find in worker's visits. She was encouraged
to talk and also to plan to report to the hospital for regu-
law check-ups. Patient understood the therapeutic natiore
of both the hospital ana doctors and was very cooperative.
Patient faced a new stress when husband v:as struck by a
train and had to have bed care, given by patient, for a few
weeks. In addition, there were financial stresses. Also
patient had to go to the probation office with her son, ac-
cused some time previous of a sex offense. Worker discussed
the difficulty of these sitixations over which patient ad-
mitted she brooded and pointed out the positive aspects of
her situation, as she was still better off than she had been
in the hospital. Patient appeared to gain good insight and
to be in a better frame of mind after discussions. Because
of the influx of problems, patient appeared to slip in re-
mission for a. time, e.lthough her attitude was good and she
remained hopeful, even in a depressed mood.
Worker reassured her about her fears of pregnancy, pointing
out that the S[';^mptom3 she felt were menopausal in nature.
Advice was given about organizing her housework so that she
might enlarge the scope of her social activities. Another
problem, that of her oldest son's scanty board payment, had
to be faced, and worker recommended firmness as the family's
need was great.
It was felt that patient shovved a good understanding of her
problems and a willingness to take advice. vShe had more
than the average number of problems, all of which were not
conducive to mental health. Although she continued to be
high strung and emotional, witli an exaggeration of her
problems at times, she was considered to be making a good
adjustment, m&naging her household adequately, and in gen-
eral appearing more stable at her point of discharge from
the hospital books.
Almost as soon as patient was released to sister's care on in-
definite visit she faced new problems in her environment. She found
herself unwelcome in sister's home, upon the arrival of sons who
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had been out-of-state with other relatives, c.-nd v/as faced with the
need of reestablishing her home again. Husband continued to be
unreliable and patient not oni^”^ had to maintain the home but often
was without adequate funds. Worker was able to play a supportive
role, taking the aspect of a mother-person, as patient hao had no-
pne in whom to confide and appeared in great need of talking over
her problems. Worker was able to give reassurance, to point out
the positive aspects of her surroundings although the negative ones
predominated at times. Both the doctors during check-up visits, and
the social worker during supervisions were a means of encouraging
ps.tient as to the extent of her remission and her ability to cope
•with her problems. Worker gave practical advice in the running of
the household so that by the end of the year patient had started to
enlarge slightly the scope of her social activities. Patient had
faced many problems and had foiuid it easier in the presence of an
understanding person with whom she could talk over her feelings.
Since patient ended the year in fairly good adjustment, with an
understanding of her o'vvn needs, and since these problems with hus-
band and sons were' continuing, it is felt that Famil;" Welfare ser-
vice or Child Guidance service might have been helpful in patient's
future facing of her problems, as she was once again left at the
end of the year without a reass\aring figure.
Patient was a sixty-five year old American housewife of
English extraction. She had always had a happy home life,
married to a grocer, ana for more than fifteen years she
had r-un a real estate office successfully. She had been
well pl:ysically except for diabetes of five j'-ears duration.
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The onset was a siodden confusion when playing cards, followed
a month later by perioa of unconsciousness later diagnosed
as shock. Patient became irrational, vvith defective memory,
depression, and incoherency. She was admitted to another
hospital for twenty-three days and there the diagnosis of
psychosis with cerebral-arterio-sclerosis was made, prior
to her transfer here.
She remc-ined at this hospital for three months and twenty-
four days, with the same diagnosis. During that time she
was cheerful, cooperative, although still having marked im-
pairment of memory and emotional instability , Her condition
was clearing, although she still sho.ved residuals and it
was felt she was well enough for a visit with constant
supervision by a relative.
Husband arranged for patient to go to a boarding home, Hov;-
ever, when ?;orker visited she fouiid that he had not mentioned
patient’s hospitalization so that this haa to be interpreted
to the proprietor. Patient v/as ebing visited frequently
by husbc.nd and the rest of the time was spent in writing
letters and taking walks. From the proprietor of the home
it was learned that patient w^s not adhering to her diabetic
diet. In taliiing with patient worker could not make her
Tinderstand its importance and as a result worker arranged for
husband to bring pc.tient in for a check-up so that this
could be further interpreted by the hospital doctors.
Patient and husband once again established their o>m apart-
ment, Worker made several visits, encouraging patient in
limiting her activities and emphasizing the need of rest.
Patient was encouraged to be content with housework rather
than tr^r'^ing to return to her business. She appearea to be
making a good home adjustment and was gradually showing few-
er mental ^mptoms, with improvement of speech and a keener
memory. Worker stressed the need of a diabetic diet but
felt that little could be done as patient continued her
evasiveness in this respect.
Patient was functioning well at home, in spite of mar^ re-
siduals of her illness, and had many plans for the future.
She appeared to enjc^^ discussing them with worker. Little
was done in giving patient more insight into her illness, as
she was unaware that her memory was still impaired rnd con-
sidered herself completely well. Husband appeared to have
a fair understanding of her condition and there were no
contraindications to her dischecrge at the end of the year's
visit.
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Here we see a i^atient faced with mar^.' new problems in family
adjustment, the first of which was new surroundings. The services of
social worker as interpreter to the boarding house proprietor were
early brought into play. Patient’s major adjustment was the cho.nge
to a less active life, to narrowed physical activities, for she had
been a working housewife before her illness. Worker v/as helpful in
encouraging patient to face her new life and the need of watching
out for her health. She was somewhat limited by patient’s resist-
ance to insig;ht and by the fact that although husband brought
patient for check-ups, he, like patient, did not recognize her diab-
etic needs. Husband’s constant cere was one very positive element
however, and that, addea to the reassuring contacts of social v/orker
end patient’s gradually increasing social activities were important
factors in the excellent remission she attained by the end of the
year.
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E. Continuing family problems:
Patient was a thirty-seven year old i^jnerican housewife of
mixed parentage. She was described as an extremely econ-
omical house,'fife, strict and domineering with her daughter.
Since her early twenties, patient had been having epileptic
seizures which had gradually increased in severity. The
month before, a large niunber of seiziores had occurred in
one month, resulting in an irrational period, during which
the sj’-mptoms of a persecution complex became much worse.
She was hospitalized for nine days and the diagnosis of
manic-depressive psychosis; manic type was made, ""hen
patient recovered consciousness she was extremely disagree-
able and temperamental but, although regular committment
was advised, husband took her home.
Patient became increasingly unstable, screaming out of the
window, and locking herself in her room, so that she was
brought to this hospital. Here the oiagnosis of p^chosis
with other convulsive diseases; epilep^'-; other types was
made. She remained here for seven months ana twenty -five
days. She appeared paranoid in attitude, shouting loudly,
threatening, and becoming assaultive at times. Gradually
she became less irritable and attended Occupational Ther-
apy classes successfully. Her seizures continued and dil-
atin was given in regular doses. Tests sho..ed her to have
an I. Q. of one hundred ana seven.
Feti«pnt was allo-ved out on short visit, with the under-
standing that she could remain out if her condition contin-
ued to be satisfactory’-. During the first interview patient
was courteous to worker while expressing resentment of super
vision. Worker was able to talk through meng of her feel-
ings with her and to give her a better understanding of
the social worker's role. Although patient first said she
had been hospitalized unnecessarity she soon admitted the
stay had been of value. Patient sho'wed some insight into
her conaition, rea.lizing her former nervous irritable state.
It -was worker's impression that patient was projecting much
of her own attitude on her husband and daughter. Gradu-
ally, during the first intervievf, patient reached an accept-
ance of worker's presence and she took great delight in
shoving off her attractive cottage, of which she appeared to
be taking excellent care. In general, patient appe;..red to
be making a good adjustment, controlling her seiziures, and
making an effort to get along better -.vith her family. ’Work-
er cautioned patient about overemphasising the care of her
home, to the exclusion of her social life.
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Diiring the next visit patient again appeared to good ad-
vantage end related the ways in which she had followed
worker’s good advice, in visiting friends and going to din-
ner with her husband, working in the garden. Worker talked
with patient about her difficulties with her daughter. It
was pointed out that daughter ’was not behaving badly, and
was following patient's own pattern of behavior. Patient
received considerable insight and agreed that she would
not attempt to discipline daughter.
Only once during the year did patient appear to poor ad-
vantage, having become upset bj- her difficulties in getting
along with husband and daughter. She appeared self-pity ing,
faiflt-finding, and more criticel than she had ever been.
However, in the two visits that followed, patient returned
to her previous cooperative frame of mind, and showed more
inclination to accept her share of responsibility for dom-
estic difficulties.
ty the end of the year, patient was able to state she had
overcome her resentment over having been in a mental hosp-
ital. She was tiying to maintain a "happy -go-lucl<y" frame
of mind, to accept minor inconveniences as such. She was
able to see where her attitude had been at fault. Although
essentially a rigid tense person, patient appeasred to have
made a conscientious effort to overcome some of her faults.
She was willing to listen to reason and advice. Worker
felt that daughter had little \mderstanding of pe.tient's
illness and condition, so that all adjustments had to be mad
by patient. It was felt that patient had made a good adjust
ment, acquiring a fair amount of insight, and had faithfully
followed suggestions by worker for recreation, rest periods
and other hygienic measures.
Patient had always had difficulties in adjusting satisfact-
orily to her duties at home, her husband ana daughter, and when
returned home she faced a continuation of these problems. Dis-
cussion with her was for the purpose of giving her better insight
into her problem ana helping her to reach some satisfactory degree
of adjustment to her environment. Over the period of the year,
patient who had been cooperative from the first, was able to accept
worker's suggestions regarding socialization, making concessions in
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the home, snd routinizing; her activities so as to have the maximvim
chance for continued mental health. A barrier in the work which
might have been done was the lack of interest shov^n tv husband and
daughter who were as unwilling as patient had been at first to see
their responsibility in the situation. However, keeping this
factor in mind, the social worker concentrated her efforts on giving
patient an opportunity to express her ambivalence, to learn to ac-
cept the situation, at the same time she worked consciously to im-
prove her o'.vn approach to her problems. Here, we feel it was in-
valuable for patient to have had an understanding person to talk
with so that she would have an opportunity to work through some of
her feelings and would be helped in clear thinking, so that she
would be more readily able to face her problems as they arose each
time. If patient were found to be amenable to the idea, referral
might have been made to some guidance clinic or mental hj^giene
clinic, for although her adjustment at the end of the year was
good, enough residuaJs remained so that there was a question as to
whether she could sustain her remission with the supportive presence
of the social worker removed.
Patient was a fifty -two year old single American ’woman of
Scandinavian ancestn'-. She had always been considered ner-
vous and shy . She had been vrrapped up in church work and
housework, caring for an elderly mother and a sister who was
a schoolteacher and who had been hospitalized before with
the diagnosis of dementia praecox.
About a yesT after the menopause, patient suffered several
months depression, followed by delusions that she was dead,
accompanied by excitement and noisiness. At this hospital
patient was diagnosed as dementia praecox, other types (type
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undetermined). She was hospitalized for four months and
twenty-two days and although she still appeared hj'po-manic,
euphoric, and emotionally^ unstable, she was allowed out on
trial visit at the request of her^sister.
At time of worker's first visit, sister gave a picture of
patient's adjustment which worker found to be highly col-
ored, After talking with patient, worker felt patient to
be easily excited, with silly and inappropriate manner and
affect, rather than entirely well as stated by sister.
During second visit, patient's daily activities were dis-
cussed and patient was given the opportunity to express
her ambivalence toward having to care for an infirm eighty-
three year old mother. Worker gave patient added insight
into her mental illness and as patient appetred reluctant
to keep hospital check-ups, the value of these therapeuti-
cally was pointed out.
P. change occurred at the midpoint of. the year's visit, when
pc tient sprained both ankles and was unable to come to the
hospital for check-ups, so that this service was entirely
taken over b;- social worker. Patient appeared depressed
about the accident but at the same time she was pleased
that various somatic complaints she had spoken of in the
pest were found to have been based on a condition of per-
neicious anemia.
’'Worker found mother to be fearful of patient and inter-
preted to the sister the state of patient's remission so
that mother would be given a better bonderstanding of how to
deal with patient. Patient continued to gain more insight
regarding her illness and its cause. She was encouraged
to increase her activities, going shopping, to church, and
to concerts as soon as she was able.
A.S patient's feeling of phy’-sical well being increased, there
vfas a decrease in periods of depression. the end of the
year she had become more cheerful and pleasant, able to
resume her regular activities, and no evidences of siispic-
iousness or imagination occiirred.
Patient had always had a limited social adjustment, confined
as she had been in caring for her elderly mother. Sister and mother
both took her services for granted and social worker felt there was
much value in allowing patient to express her ambivalence in this
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situation. Worker tried to give insight as to the value of hospital
check-ups to'<7ard vrhich patient was showing reluctance. A new ele-
ment entered the situation with patient's injui^'-, confining her to
the house, so that here again social worker's visits supplanted the
hospital check-ups. Patient received encouragement in increasing
her recreational activities, which in turn had their effect in mak-
ing her more contented with her home duties. A limitation in the
situation was sister's evasiveness about pa.tient's condition but
later she was of use in interpreting to her mother the extent of
patient's illness so that mother's attitude toward patient would
improve. With the encouragement given her, the added insight, the
improved pb^’-sical condxtion, patient was enabled to end the year in
excellent remission, having adjusted much more satisfa.ctorily to
her environment than in the past.
Patient was a forty-six year old Lithuanian Je'^ish house-
wife. She had always been a high strung person and about
six years before she had had a depressed period follovdng
an operation but she had i-ecovered without the need of
hospitalisation. Because of continued nervousness she
tried work outside her home for a year before the onset of
her illness. She developed an acute anxiety state over a
daughter studying nursing in another state, v;ith accompary-
ing depression, suspiciousness, delusions of persecution
and poisoning, suicidal ideas, and self-accusatory ideas.
She was hospitalized for ten months and two days. The diag-
nosis of involutional psychosis; paranoid type was made.
During her stay she was restless and disturbed, sometimes
being assaultive toward neirses end other patients. Follow-
ing a course of shock treatment she showed marked improve-
ment. Patient was allowed out on indefinite visit to her
home, whose occupants included her husband 7;orking on the
night shift and her daughter, a graduate nurse, also work-
ing evenings.
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Worker discussed patient's daily activities ’.Tith her and she
appeared to have adjusted \7ell to taking over the mane.ge-
ment of the house. She appeared a good housekeeper and re-
• mained at home practically all the time. Worker cautioned
her against becoming overtired. Daughter, who was present
during the first interview, agreed that she would tiy to
change her ho\ur-se so that she could keep patient to get more
recreation.
During the secono visit, patient appeared to have slipped
slightly in her excellent remission, sho'^ring nervousness and.
preoccupation with her own thoughts. Part of this depressed
feeling she was shoving was caused by the death of a nephew
but in discussing this patient felt she would be able to
cheer her sister and bolster her in her grief. Worker helped
patient to focus on other positive aspects and to gain some
further insight into her illness.
When patient did not keep an appointment for a check-up,
worker visited and determined, that she had been ill with a
cold. Patient showed an inclination to go into private em-
plq/ment, but in a discussion she agreed that there would be
a danger in becoming overtired. She agreed that if she were
to go to work she would take on!ly a part time job, to accus-
tom herself to it gradually
.
Patient was encouraged to discuss her widened interests with
worker. She was taking an active part in preparing for her
daughter's forthcoming marriage, having no difficulty in
accepting her daiighter's leaving the unit.
During the year patient shov/ed a steady improvement, with
increasingly better insight and good mental conaition. She
was accepting of the social worker and used her visits in a
supportive manner to discuss some of her problems within the
environment and her mental stresses. She was no longer tense
and vrorried, suspicious, or depressed, and ended the year in
good physical condition, well able to function in her environ-
ment.
Patient had to try to achieve a satisfactory adjustment in her
old environment where husband and daughter were both away most of the
day, Worker was helped in plans for patient bj'- daughter who was will-
ing to help patient to get more recreation. Patient appeared coop-
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erative and found a therapeutic value in gaining insight from dis-
cussion of her feelings. Worker found she could be of supportive
value and help patient to see the brighter side of the distressing
elements in her environment. For example, the death of a relative
aroused patient to a feeling of responsibility for cheering her sis-
ter. Worker gave practical advice to patient concerning her household
routine and her plans for work, with the emphasis alwaj’-s on patient's
keeping in good ptysical condition. At one point we see where timely
interviews with social worker helped patient to regain some of the
feeling of well-being she had lost. Patient was enabled to take a
healtty attitude toward her problems and ended the year in excellent
remission.
Patient was a nineteen year old American bey of Italian par-
entage. He had spent onty three weeks in training in the Array
Air Corps after being drafted vhen he was discharged from ser-
vice because of a suicidal attempt. Ke frequently talked
about rejoining the service and was unable to settle do’-ra to
a job. Patient became uncontrollable in a short time, drxnking,
spending money recklessly, and keeping late hours. Bt^cause of
threatening homicide and suicide when his mother refused him
money, he was hospitalized for eight deys with the diagnosis
of manic depressive p^chosis; mc.nic type. He was transferred
to this hospital where he remained for two months and twenty^-
seven days. The same diagnosis was continued.
He showed flight of ideas but was alert snd well adjusted to
hospital routine, being constuitty occupied. V7eek-end visits
A'ere granted, on request of mother, to which he adjusted well.
Patient went to work inimediately upon being allowed on indef-
inite visit, at first continuing in his welding job. The
first interview was held with mother. She presented the prob-
lem that patient was anxious to get back his driver’s license,
and it was suggested that this matter be discussed during his
hospital check-ups. Mother appeared friendly and likeable,
sincerely interested in pe. tient and giving good sup'vrvision,
although with ver'/ little insight. The imit appeared a close
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knit with a good relationship between patient and his
younger siblings.
When patient was seen during the third visit, he appeared
tesne and nervous, not in as complete remission as mother
had indicated. In the weeks following, patient went into a
worse remission, showing no initiative in looking for an-
other job, although he helped around the house. Mother
appeared over-protective and still lacking in insight, feel-
ing she could care for him better at home and refusing to
hcive him rehospitalized, although the value of hospital ser-
vices had been fully interpreted during previous visits.
Worker talked with patient about accepting the fact that he
could not return to service, a matter over which he was brood-
ing greatly . He appeared to have gone through a six -weeks
period of depression, retardation, and confusion.
Worker interpreted to mother some aspects of pf’ tient ' s con-
dition, ejid she agreed to pass on this understanding to her
alcoholic husbajid who completely lacked insight as to his
son's condition, insisting he was lazy, and threatening to
make patient leave the home.
Worker talked with mother about patient's routine which, with
late hours and irregular meals, was not conducive to improv-
ing his conaition. She reassured mother v/ho was beginning
to show concern over patient's condition, which ty that time
had started to improve. Mother was able to give indications
that she was helping patient to routinize the day. Patient
accepted father's offer to get him a job driving a truck and
once again seemed to enjoy -work, and to be limiting his soc-
ial life, with no further thoughts about service. Worker
suggested the family get in touch with Veterans' Bureau about
the pension to which th^ felt patient was entitled.
Bj’- the end of the year patient was in satisfactory’- condition,
showing more assurance. Although he had changed jobs again,
he was adjusting fairl;;,?- well to defense work. Near the end,
the services of the doctors ?/ere called upon in '’.writing a
letter to his employers suggesting that he be changed from
night to day shift. During the year mother shoved little
understanding of patient's condition and wa.s not disposed to
ret\xrn him to this hospital. Although he had passed through
several episodes of minor elation and marked depression, it
was felt that he v;as well enough to be discharged at the end
of the year.
Pati-^nt needed help in accepting his home environment end facing
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his inability to rejoin the service. Most of the early -.vork was
done with the mother who, although outwardly cooperative, was over-
protective and unwilling to recognize the therapeutic value of hos-
pitalization. Worker was able, through mother, to bring father to
a better understanding of the nature of patient's illness. Although
mother faced one period of depression and elation of patient, she be-
ga.n to lose some of her early self-assurance about her ability to
msjiage him, and then worker who had unsuccessfully tried to have her
son returned to the hospital, could point out that the need no longer
existed. Although still .vith limited insight, mother helped to have
patient routinize his day, limit his social activities, and accept
steacfy eraploj^'ment
,
and gained a better understanding of his needs.
The services of both doctors and social worker were used to have
patient faced with the realities of his situation and also to give
him concrete help in matters of his driver's license and more satis-
factory work. In this situation, it is felt that p£-.tient who still
carried feelings regarding service might have been referred to s.no'*'her
agencjT^ for help in clearing up some of his deep-seated problems, for
although he ended the year in fair remission, there were indications
that he rould possibly cigain have difficulties.
Patient was a forty-three year old American housewife of
Irish parentage. Patient htd married at seventeen a man
twelve years older than herself end had not had a particu-
larly happy life as he was heavily alcoholic and not veiy
regularly emplo^'’ed. He worked as a laborer. Since menopause
patient became graduc\lly more withdraw, acquiring a suspic-
iousness of neighbors, ideas about husband's unfaithfulness,
and visual hallucinations. As a result of a suicidal attempt
she was admitted to this hospital.
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Here, the diagnosis of dementia pra^-cexj paranoid was made.
"Tien tested she was found to hcve an I. 0, of one hundred
end eight. At first she was frightened and mtidj^, having
frequent visusl hallucinations. She quieted considerably
and appeared solitary, depressed, and uncommunicative. She
was able to attend Occupational Therapy, and spent much time
on the w.rds, knitting.
Patient was allowed out on two weeks visit but did not re-
turn at the end of the period, '^en social worker visited
to determine the situation she found family had moved to an
attractive apartment, where patient w s getting along well.
She appeared relaxed, with no evidences of mental s^^mptoms.
Patient understood that she hfd disobej''ed rules ty st&;-ing
out but said that she ahd felt well enough to remain. She
appeared cooperative when worker explained her need to re-
turn to be placed on indefinite status, and felt reassured
enough to return the follo'^ring day to see the Assistant Sup-
erintendent
.
Patient appeared to welcome worker’s visits and to be friend-
ly and talkative. She presented a good ph^’’sical appearance,
and her me.nner was cheerful and pleasant. She had a tolerant
attitude toward her husband’s drinking and was trj'-ing not
to worry about her sons in service. In the next two visits
worker urged patient to have some social activities as she
appeared confined to the house.
A few weeks later worker was requested sister to make a
visit. There she was told that patient was suspected of
taking drugs. Patient appeared much less cheerful, and was
preoccupied. Worker urged that patient keep her appointment
for a hospital check-up, interpreting the need to sister, and
the velue of talks with the hospital physicians. In talking
further with sister in later interviews it was found there
was no evidence that pa.tient was using drugs and sister did
not appear to have good insight as to patient’s needs and
the value of hospitalization should she become worse.
’Worker visited several times in quick succession, finding
patient each time in not very good condition. She denied
auditory hallucinations but appeared perplexed and lacking
in initiative. She was not keeping hospital check-ups and
could give no adequate reason for this.
V«"orker was handicapped in working with patient because her
family'' was more concerned about keeping her home than about
her condition.
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As the year drew to a close, patient was once again having
auditoiy hallucinations, and it was felt she was in worse
remission than when she had left the hospital. Despite in-
terpretation, the family felt it was all "nonsense"
.
How-
ever, as family would do nothing about her condition, she
was discharged at the end of the year.
(Two years end five months later patient was readmitted at
the hospital, during the summer of 1947, having walked the
streets in a dazed condition, imagining people were accusing
her of having a disease
.
)
Patient made a superficially good adjustment at first to her
environment which had caused her much unhappiness in the past. At
first worker found her cooperative and easy to work with, agreeable
in following suggestions and able to recognize that they were for
her o'mi welfare. Hov/ever, she still remained close to the house,
vrherein there was noone ^mpathetic to her illness. Worker found
that th^ treated her episode lightly and were not amenable to in-
sight into the situation. Vforker could only interpret the use of
the hospital should her condition become worse, but th^ were not
inclined to return her although her remission was worse at the end
of her indefinite visit. Here again, it is felt that other agencies
might have been called in, if they were found acceptable to family
or patient, although with family’s limited insight this might have
been found impossible. Because of the blocking of patient as her
mental condition grew worse and family ' s disinclination to cooperate
worker was limited in what she could hope to achieve.
Patient was a fifty -nine year old American of Irish extract-
ion. He had been a jewel stripper for menj^ years, discour-
aged over his inabilitj.'- to make more monej’’, and h d been ex-
cessively alcoholic for mai^'' years. Fight yeers before, he
became suspicious and began to have vis\ic:.l and auditory hallu-
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cinations. He was hospitalized, first for observation and
then regularly committed with the diagnosis of alcoholic
psj'chosis, chronic paranoid. He continued to have auditory
hallucinations, and some confusion, but he ivas allorved lim-
ited parole privileges. His hospitalization lasted one
year, five months and six days.
He was transferred to this hospital where he remained for
two years, five months and three days. The diagnosis made
was alcoholic p^chosis (chronic hallucinosis). Ihen tested
he showed an I. Q. of eighty-five. Patient was a fair work-
er, employed on the ""ards. He was quiet, not active, impul-
sive or violent. His hallucincitions were continuing. He
was allowed out on short visits where his adjustment was fair.
He attended Occupational Therapy' at the hospital working well
there and appearing to enjoy himself.
After many shorter trials he was released on indefinite visit
to his home. At first he spent most of his time helping
around the house and garden. VJorker made several visits
during which patient appea.red friendly, in fairly good mental
health. He appeared to be meiking a good adjustment, not seeming
tense but rather relaxed.
In talking with wife, worker learned that they had had to move
to a smaller house and tha-t during this period patient was
helpful in packing and making moving arrangements. He also
went so far as to take a job on his own initiative. Worker
felt his choice of position, in a restaurant, in close prox-
imity to liquor, was not wise, but on the other hand suggest-
ing that patient change his work would have been discom’aging
.
From wife in further visits, worker learned that patient’s
irritability was increasing as his work appec.red to be fatigu-
ing. Family understood the value of supervision and of check-
ups but did not consider patient would be amenable to suggest-
ions as he was hostile toward his hospitalization in his
attitude. They were accepting of the knowledge as to what
would have to be done should his condition become worse.
After two months patient had a disagreement with his employer
and found another job in a bakery. Howevrr his irritability/
and restlessness gradually increased and wife felt that he
had started drinking again, ^ife asked help in having pa.tient
report to hospital. In response to a letter, pati nt came in
for a check-up where it wa.s found he was still well enough to
remain on visit. He was still hearing voices, and his adjust-
ment was considered only fair. .
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’Vhen patient reported to the hospital just three days short
of twelve months he was felt to be actively hallucinated and
not making a good enough adjustment to warrant his dischp.rge.
(His history has continued much the same, involving periods
of” visit, followed 'by short hospital stays. He has at pres-
ent been on visit for eight months follo wing a stay of fif-
teen months in the hospital.)
Because of the chronicity of patient's episodes, social worker
h£i-d to be limited in this situation. The larger part of the con-
tacts made were with patient's family who were encouraged to express
their feelings regarding the situation and were sho'.vn small ways in
which th^a night further patient's adjustment. He ?;as encouraged in
working although it was realized that his choice had not been a
particularly wise one. Interpretation was done with wife to increase
her understanding of the use of hospital care and to make it easier
for pa.tient to be returned to the hospital when the need arose. It
was seen that although patient did not receive his discharge from the
hospital he remained out a considerable length of time and it is
possible that with increased famiily insight and social work services
these periods might be lengthened indefinitely.
In a comparison of the statistics of this selected group, re-
ceiving more intenside case work, with the entire group of seventy-
one patients released on indefinite visit, it was saen that there
were certain differences. All of the twelve diagnoses were repre-
sented. However, twenty of the forty-seven women were in this group,
42.5 per cent of the total women as compared with five of the twenty
-
four men, or 20.8 per cent of the total men, showing that not only
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were a larger proportion of women released but also a larger pro-
portion of women released receiving intensive case work. In the de-
mentia praecox group, 25.8 per cent of the total, six women and two
men, or 26 per cent of the women and 20 per cent of the men, ?rere in-
cluded, Two women and one man were found in the group with manic-
depressive psychosis, 27.2 per cent of the total, or 25 per cent of
the women and 53.5 per cent of the men. The group having ps;',’'chosis
with cerebral arterio-sclerosis included three of the four women, 42.8
per cent of the total group, or 75 per cent of the women. Patients
having involutional meleaicholia included two women, or 40 per cent of
the women, and 28.5 per cent of the entire group. The remaining
three groups which had totaled more than one member each, those with
psychosis with mental def icienc^’’, alcoholic psychosis, and psycho-
neurosis, only one, the group with alcoholic psychosis had more tlien
one member in the selected group, having one woman and one man as its
members.
Ages in this group sho'wed the younger ones to be predominating,
with none of the twentj^'-five being under forty years of age, four in
their forties, nine in their fifties, and only one each in their six-
ties and seventies. The men as a whole were older than the women,
one being below forty, three in the fifties, and one in the seventies.
As far as the marital status was concerned, it was found that
ten of the twenty women .vere married as compared with one of the five
men. Four of the women were single as were two of the men. Foirr
separations, one divorce end one widow covered the rest of the women,
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CHAPTER V
SWMmCf. AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, it was found that seventy’’-one patients, forty-
seven women and twenty’"-four men, went on indefinite visit between
January 1, 1944 and July 1, 1944, or 5.6 per cent of the hospital pop-
ulation of June 1944. Although the female population in the hospital
was only about 15 per cent higher than the male population, the n\am-
ber of women allo'wed on visit was almost double that of the men.
The preponderance of women carried over into the group of
patients receiving intensive case work, five visits or more during
the year of indefinite visit, there being tv^enty women as compered
to five men. These numbers comprised 4£.5 per cent of the women
allowed on visit a.nd 20 per cent of the men.
Considering the group of seventy-one as a whole, twelve diag-
noses were included, dementia praecox leading with thirty-one, or
45.7 per cent, manic depressive psychosis having eleven, or 15.5
per cent, p^chosis with cerebral arterio-sclerosis and involutional
melancholia both having seven, or 9.9 per cent. The diagnoses of the
patients on visit were representative of only 5£ per cent of the
diagnoses of the hospital popula»tion. The twenty -five receiving more
intensive case work included all tvvelve groups of diagnoses, with a
much smaller representation from the largest groups of diagnoses.
Whereas the ages of the entire group were evenly divided from
the ages of thirty to sixty, largely, with 5U per cent of the men
being over forty -five years of age and only 40 per cent of the women
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falling into that classification, all except two of the twenty women
given intensive case work were below forty, while only one of the five
men was in that group.
The marital status of the total group sho’wed 56. <. per cent of the
women to be married as compared with 41.7 per cent of the men. Ho'-'ever,
among the selected group ten of the twenty’' women, or 50 per cent, were
married, and one of the five men, or 20 per cent, was married.
Of the seventy-one patients, 40.2 per cent of the women ana 22.5
per cent of the men had been hospitalized before, with the number of
previous hospitalizations ranging between one and six ti es. The women
in the selected group changed the precentage slightly, up to 45 per
cent, with no previous hospitalization, while all of the five men had
been hospitalized before.
Length of previous hospitalizations of all forty-six of the
seventy-one patients, 17.1 per cent of the women and 15.7 per cent of
the men, were hospitalized for less than one month, with 5.5 per cent
of the women and 21 per cent of the men hospitalized over one year,
shovjing a generally longer hospital stay for the men, as well as a
greater proportion of previous hospitalizations.
Present hospitalizations of the entire group showed that 85 per
cent of the women h'd been hospitalized for less than one year, as
compared with 50 per cent of the men. In the selected group, thirteen
of the twenty women w'ere hospitalized for less than one year as comptred
with one of the five men.
These statistics, though the^j’" give a picture of the group as a
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whole and a comparison of the selecteo portion with the group, while
they are true for this group, can not be used as a basis for general-
izations, for all groups of patients on visit. It can be seen that a
much longer stuc^ both in periods of time end in numbers of ceses
would first have to be done.
Among the eighteen cases studied intensively, the writer found
that in eight cases the environn^.ent had been completely changed, seven
of these directly through the efforts of the socia.1 worker. Three of
these vvere patients who had no environment to which to return so that
the social v;orker had to procure suitable job placements. In the fourth
situation the patient was une-ble to adjust to his family and the sup-
port of his sister was enlisted in giving hi a home ;,nd in securing
him a job. The fifth patient was one who could not fit himself back
into his family,’’ unit and the social worker arrnaged for a substitute
boarding home after his stay with his family proved unsatisfactory.
In the sixth instance the patient had lost her husband during the time
of her hospitalization and the social worker arranged for her discharge
in care of her daughter. The seventh patient was one whose husbsnd
arr nged boarding house care for her as they had no suitable lodgings.
The other ten patients retiorned to the environments from which they
had originally been admitted to the hospital.
The modification of the environment vas seen chiefly in the ef-
forts of the social worker to give the relatives of patients a better
understanding of the patient’s illness and of their own role during the
patient's year of trial visit. In all eight situations where the
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environment was a new one the social worker dealt with the new people
who had become factors in the patient's adjustment, were they boarding
house proprietors or relatives or hospital supervisors, so ths.t they
would achieve the proper understanding in order to make the new setting
a positive one for the pe,tient. The relatives in seven of the other
ten situations were cooperative end understanding, whether in a. limited
or extensive way, and tried to folio;? the suggestions of the social
worker. The final three patients either had relatives indifferent to
their problems or hostile to the idea of social work.
In considering the help given to patients, it was found that the
social worker gave service to nine patients in encouraging them to
widen social activities, vdth a view to broadening their interests
and making them once more a pent of the community life. Four others
were advised to lessen their activities which showed evidences of
causing a plysical strain which might have b-en detrimental to the
state of their remission. It was noted that among the nine house-
wives included in the group, six were among those who needed interests
outside their ov/n homes while one, for health reasons, needed the
opposite.
In seventeen of the eighteen situations the patient figured
prominently in the interviev/s. The eighteenth patient, was one who
v?as eraplcj'ed and rareljr available for interviews. Of the seventeen
patients, six were without a "confidante", a "mother person", to whom
they could tell their problems and the social worker was the sole
megjis of outlet for their feelings. The other eleven had relatives
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either in the unit or nearhj’" with whom the worker was in contact et the
same time interviews with the patients were going on so that there was
a dual approach.
The services of the social worker in relation to those of the
doctor were seen as a supplementation of the hospital work, -'dth the
social worker alw^s guided and directed by the knowledge and \maer-
standing of the p^chiatrist. In the home visits the social worker
had the additional function of bringing to light hidden problems and
making them kno'^m to the p^chiatrist so that he might hoindle them
in the hospital check-ups during the one year period. In the eighteen
cases studied intensively, eleven were having regular check-ups, four
were not keeping their appointments end had to be constantly urged and
reminded of the value of these check-ups. Tvo could not report to the
hospital for health reasons and check-ups were supplanted entirely b^'-
the services of the social worker. The eighteenth had kept regular
appointments until an accident confining her to the house ms-de her
dependent upon the social worker as a link with the hospital. In one
situation the social worker enlisted the aid of the doctors in per-
suading a patient to keep to her diabetic diet. In another, the doctors
were made aware "ly the social v;orker of the problems an ex-soldier was
undergoing in ti7/-ing to ma,ke his adjustment to civilian life. A third
situation was one in v;hich the social worker ini'ormed the doctors of
the problems of remission of a patient returned to the hospital for
medical rather than mental reasons. Always, the recorded interviews
of the social worker were available for the physicians when the patients
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came in for their check-ups so that the doctors would be aware of the
latest findings of the social workers in the home visits.
A paucity of contacts with the community agencies and resources
was found. In the case of the twelve year old child the social worker
dealt with the school authorities in a.n effort to aid the child's
adjustment. Old Age Assistance was brought into the picture in the
case of the patient for whom a boarding house arrangement had to be
found rather than continued living with his relatives. The Veterans
Bureau was suggested for an ex-soldier, Visiting Nurses for one patient
confined to the home. In making job placements a. nursing home and
two other hospitals were the resources. Ho. -ever, the vast mc jority of
potential resources in the community ’were untouched.
Of the seventeen patients dealt with directly, all but one were
immediately accepting of the worker. The exception was a housewife
resentful of supervisiob as she felt herself completety well but this
was worked through during the course of the interviews.
In answering the question of how the social worker helps the
patient to adjust to the environment, it was foimd that principally it
was in giving the patient a better understanding of his relationship
with his environment. The patient was given the opportunity to talk
through his own feelings in the home environment. In five situations
the patient was given better insight into his illness.
In viewing the services rendered by the social worker, it can be
seen that they dealt with many intangibles as well as placements in jobs
and homes, finding of boarding homes, straightening out difficulties
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with employers and interpreting patients to their employers, giving
practical advice on health matters, daily" routine, social activities.
The intangibles covered the world.ng through of hostility, the expressing
of ambivalence, the adjusting of the patient to the environment b\"
clarifying his state of mind. The social worker did much "interpreting"
between patient and hospital, relatives to the pa.tient, patient to
relatives, hospital to the relatives, patient to the outside vorld, be
it teachers, emplcy'^ers, operators of boarding houses, children, wives,
and husbands. To the patient, the social vvorker servea as a reassuring,
supportive, encouraging force, for she acted as a source of strength who
could listen as well as give advice when the patient felt the need to
talk through his problems.
Beside the evident need for help, the factor of the willingness of
the patient for social service h-d to be considered. Hostility could be
worked through, although not in every case. *7ith the greet quantity of
work to be done, unwillingness to see the neeci for social work stood as
8-n Lmportant negative factor. It might be mentioned here that this need
not have been a leading consideration, were it not for the limited
staff, as it is well kno=<n that mary^ socisl service problems are those
in which patients present an outward picture of hostility and resistence
that betokens a silent asking for help rhich they cannot express.
Faced with this limitation in staff, the wealth of problems pre-
sented could not be completely handled in every case. From the results
seen in the selected cases, we might speculate on how successfully most
of these patients would have completed their year of indefinite visit
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without the help of the social worker. It would readily be seen that
their chances for handling their many problems successfully would then
become greatly lessenea. It is also possible to speculate as to how
many areas of help might have been given to the larger group receiving
the less intensive social work. Mar^^ of them showed the need for just
such a figure as the social worker would represent.
In the study it was also seen that the social worker's contacts
with the resources of the coramiinity were at a minimum. This points up
the value of the present hospitals for mental patients and the poten-
tial future value of the hospitals. The community population and agen-
cies should have a more complete awareness of how they could better
relate to the services of mental hospitals in a preventive as well as
a curative way, so that the last medieval aspects of "craziness" will
be dissipated.
The social worker was relating well to the services of the hos-
pital doctors, following their recommendations, and referring to them
patients who showed increasing psychotic symptoms. In the two cases
where illness required it, the social worker supplanted the services
of the hospite.1 check-ups. Not the least of this area of service was
in helping the patient to attain the right frame of mind for the check-
ups through better insight into his illness and Icnowledge of the value
of follow-up care. This insight, given to patients and relatives alike,
was one very positive factor in aiding the patient to attain his
degree of remission.
It was seen that the social worker had to evaluate all factors in
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determining the extent of help to give to each patient, and that of
course the value of the help given jvould in some measure depena upon
the training, skill, kno'.^ledge, and understanding of the social
worker
.
It is to be hoped that the near distant future will hold the
time that studies of social service with patients on visit from
mental hospitals will show that the least intensive service will
cover at least four or five visits to each patient as -lell as team-
work with all other interrelated agencies in the comraunity so that
it can truly be said that the mentally ill patic-nt is receiving his
maximum opportunity for recovery.
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE
Name Sex: Male Female
Date of inaefinite Visit Rehosp. within yr....
Factors involved in extent of social work done:
Diagnosis
Length of stay in hospital: Previous hospitalizations;
years number
months years
day s
Age on release
Environment to which patient can ret'jirn:
none poor fair satisfactory
Financial condition:
self sufficient supported by relatives
need to work need of relief
Antisocial tendencies
Piysical handicap
Understanding of relatives concerning illness:
unsatisfactory poor but correctable
fair high
Intelligence
Language handicap
Pre-release work of social service:
With patient
.
.
With doctor.
.
With relatives
No social service contact Presumable reason or reasons
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V7ork during one year period of trial visit:
Number of contacts with patient:
several times monthly bimonthly . . . .more often. . .
.
Other agencies used
Work with relatives
Change in environment
Socialization of patient
Relationship with patient...
Use of services of hospital ph^'^sician
Rehospitalization with action of social worker
Rehospitelization without action of social worker
Initiative taken by relatives or patient (apart from socifl worker)...
Conclusions:
Adequacy of social c/orker’s contact
Adjustment of patient at end of period
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